SECOND AMENDED CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT

Rory Riggs, John Lewis, Barry van Roden, Robert Brooks, and John Feilders

(“Plaintiffs”), individually and on behalf of all those persons similarly situated, by their undersigned counsel, Boies, Schiller & Flexner LLP, for their Amended Class Action Complaint allege, upon personal knowledge of their own acts and acts taking place in their presence, and upon information and belief as to all other matters, as follows:

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION

1. By this action, Plaintiffs, individually and on behalf of all those persons (the “Class” or “Class Members”) who owned shares of Genzyme Corporation Biosurgery Division common stock (“Biosurgery Stock”) between December 19, 2000 and May 8, 2003 (the “Class Period”), seek to recover damages caused by (a) the material misstatements and omissions made
by Defendants in connection with the December 2000 merger and acquisition by Genzyme Corporation ("Genzyme") of Biomatrix Inc. ("Biomatrix"), which led to the creation of the Genzyme Biosurgery Division ("Biosurgery" or "Genzyme Biosurgery Division"); (b) insider trading committed by Genzyme and Termeer in connection with the forced sale and exchange on June 30, 2003 of all outstanding shares of the Biosurgery Stock for common stock of the Genzyme General Division ("Genzyme General"); and (c) breaches of common law and statutory duties owed to Biosurgery shareholders, including the manipulation of the share price and the fraudulent management of the earnings of Genzyme Biosurgery in connection with the forced June 30 sale.

2. Until July 1, 2003, Genzyme was composed of three, separately operated businesses: Genzyme General, Genzyme Biosurgery, and Genzyme Molecular Oncology Division ("Molecular Oncology"). Each Genzyme division was associated with a separate series of Genzyme Corporation common stock ("tracking stock"), which Genzyme represented in its SEC filings was designed to "track" the performance and value of that division, by contrast to the performance and value of Genzyme Corporation as a whole. The shareholders of the Genzyme General division represented in the aggregate the majority voting interest in Genzyme Corporation; its outstanding shares constituted more than 80% of all common stock of the corporation.

3. On May 8, 2003, Defendants announced that Genzyme's Board of Directors had decided to effect a forced sale of all outstanding Biosurgery shares for shares in Genzyme General based upon a valuation of Biosurgery at $1.36 per share. This forced sale price corresponded to the lowest share prices in the history of Biosurgery, and the forced sale was deliberately timed to occur prior to the disclosure of material positive information — information
in the possession of Genzyme and Termeer when they set the forced sale price and which they
deliberately withheld until after they did so. This action was part of a management strategy to
drive down the share price of Biosurgery: (i) in order to benefit the majority of Genzyme
shareholders who held stock in Genzyme General, including Defendants themselves (ii) by
maximizing the disparity between the share prices of Biosurgery and Genzyme General (iii)
through the mechanism of a forced sale made at a small fraction of Biosurgery’s fair market
value.

4. Biosurgery was created through the merger, on December 19, 2000, of an
independently held company, Biomatrix, with two other Genzyme divisions. Prior to the merger,
Biomatrix had been a profitable biomaterials company with a blockbuster product, Synvisc,
which treats osteoarthritis.

5. The merger was structured as follows: Genzyme agreed to (a) pay $245 million
for 28.38% of the Biomatrix shares outstanding; and (b) a one-for-one exchange of the remaining
Biomatrix shares for shares in the newly created Biosurgery Division. Had Genzyme acquired
Biomatrix outright for cash, based upon the per share price of the 28.38% of the Biomatrix shares
acquired, the cost would have been $800 million.

6. What Genzyme could not do — and what Biomatrix shareholders never agreed to
— was to provide share ownership in the Genzyme General division, by contrast to Biosurgery
stock, as consideration for the merger. Indeed, the opposite was true. The tracking stock
structure, through which Biomatrix shareholders were entitled to 100% of the returns on
investments made with the assets of that company (including 100% of the performance of
Synvisc), was critical to the formation of Genzyme Biosurgery.

7. At all relevant times, Termeer and Genzyme represented Genzyme Biosurgery to
be a distinct, separately managed division with an entirely different business strategy than Genzyme General. Genzyme General was and is focused on developing treatments for certain genetic diseases suffered by small numbers of patients, principally through the development of so-called “orphan” drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration. Because the markets for such products are small and research and development costs high, it has been Genzyme General’s and Termeer’s business strategy to acquire unrelated businesses that generate short-term revenue for the purpose of funding the division’s orphan drug research and development costs.

8. At all relevant times, Termeer and Genzyme represented to the public and to the Class Members that Biosurgery would have a different business model. Biosurgery was, in the words of its President, Earl M. Collier, Jr., “the leading biomaterials business with a dominant market position,” through sales of osteoarthritis treatments such as Synvisc, as well as the Sepra line of surgical adhesion products. In public filings and in public statements, Genzyme and Defendants represented Biosurgery as a self-sustaining operating company that would be managed to generate near-term profits. As set forth in the registration statement of Genzyme and Biomatrix, dated October 27, 2000 (“Registration Statement”), which includes the joint proxy statement and prospectus for the merger (“Proxy-Prospectus”), Genzyme represented the following: “SELF-SUSTAINING PROGRAM....Genzyme believes that combining Biomatrix’ positive cash flow from product sales with the financial resources of the two Genzyme divisions has the potential to create in Biosurgery a self-sustaining business capable of supporting a full product research and development program.”

9. In agreeing to the merger (and in thereafter selling Biosurgery shares), Plaintiffs and the Class Members relied upon the representation that the newly created Genzyme
Biosurgery would be managed in accordance with this strategy, and that Defendants, in operating Biosurgery, would seek to maximize Biosurgery shareholder value on this basis. As Plaintiff Riggs told the Wall Street Reporter Magazine in September 2000, well after the merger agreement had been executed: “as long as we continue to focus on revenue growth through broadening the application of current products and quickly getting new products to the market, we can successfully keep revenue growth, fiscal constraint and earnings growth and that’s what our model is. I think that merging with this new company will only allow us to accelerate these characteristics.” Genzyme presentations used during road shows and employee meetings to induce the Class Members to purchase Biosurgery shares were to the same effect, adopting, for example, the statements of one analyst who stated that “revenues and earnings growth [of Biosurgery] will never be faster than they will be in the coming 3-5 year period.”

10. It was the tracking stock structure that made this model attractive to Plaintiffs and the Class Members. By “tracking” Biosurgery, shareholders could invest in the specific short-term profit strategy of the Biosurgery Division. In its Registration Statement, Proxy, and Prospectus for the merger, Genzyme reiterated: “Unlike typical common stock, each of Genzyme’s tracking stocks is designed to track the financial performance of a specified subset of its business operations and its allocated assets, rather than operations and assets of the entire company.”

11. Senior Genzyme personnel have reaffirmed the same point both prior and subsequent to the merger. In January 2001, Collier, President of Biosurgery, stated in an interview published in the Wall Street Transcript for prospective investors that “one of the nice parts about Genzyme Biosurgery being a tracking stock within the corporation is that we’ll have stock options for the employees that are specifically tied to the performance of the division.”
Defendant Termeer, in the same forum, made the same point: “We think that tracking stocks for these kinds of companies are very, very attractive” because they helped retain personnel with “fire in the belly” so as to maximize “ongoing entrepreneurial activities.” A senior Genzyme executive, Gail Maderis, said in the Wall Street Transcript in September of 2002 that “[t]he tracking structure .... provides more transparency and more visibility to investors than the average corporate structure” and thus Genzyme divisions published not only “divisional financial statements” but also provided “detailed knowledge of what is important and material to [each] division.”

12. The representations that Genzyme would operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining company made by Termeer and Genzyme management made in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospect, was false and misleading. Genzyme and Termeer did not, in fact, intend to operate Biosurgery as a profitable, growth enterprise. It did not, in fact, seek to maximize the value of the Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders. Rather, over the course of 2001 through May 2003, Genzyme and Termeer deliberately mismanaged Biosurgery in order to drive down its share price to historic lows.

13. This was accomplished by diverting capital expenditures to long-term research and development projects at the expense of the very short-term revenue growth necessary to make the business sustain itself. For instance, in 2002, Genzyme and Termeer caused Biosurgery’s research and development expenditures to exceed the guidance given the prior year. But the expenditures were not made on improving existing revenue-generating products such as Synvisc. Instead, Termeer and Genzyme invested heavily in speculative cell and gene therapy trials, which, as Genzyme management acknowledged, would yield clinical products, if at all, no sooner than six to ten years. Genzyme and Termeer devoted most of Biosurgery’s research and
development expenditures to the benefit of its cardiothoracic business unit. As with long term research and development that, too, cut into the ability to generate short term revenues. Only after Biosurgery had ceased to exist did Genzyme sell the unit.

14. At the same time, Termeer and Genzyme delayed efforts to secure regulatory and reimbursement approval for Synvisc in Japan; refused to apply to the FDA to expand the U.S. labeling to reflect the fact that the product had proven effective in relieving pain up to one year after administration; passed up an opportunity to sell Synvisc in the VA system. As a result of these and similar decisions, Synvisc revenues actually declined in Q4 2002, as compared with the previous quarter and Q4 2001, and as compared with the reports after the trading period upon which the forced sale was based.

15. The result of this strategy to drive down near-term Biosurgery revenues was that Biosurgery consistently missed its earnings guidance. Its share price dropped consistently throughout its existence as a result.

16. It is not difficult to understand why Genzyme management acted to minimize Biosurgery shareholder value: Doing so, though not in the interest of the corporation as a whole, did benefit Genzyme's majority shareholders — those who held stock in Genzyme General, including Defendants.

17. Under the Genzyme Articles of Organization, Genzyme Biosurgery shareholders could be forced to exchange their shares for those of Genzyme General at an exchange ratio that divides the fair market value of Biosurgery shares, defined as the average closing price (plus a 30% premium) of Biosurgery stock during a given twenty-day trading period (commencing on the 30th business day prior to the date the transaction is publicly announced) by the average closing price of Genzyme General stock for that same period. The resulting number is the
number of new Genzyme General shares required to be issued to Biosurgery shareholders as part of the combined enterprise.

18. This formula created incentives for Defendants to generate disparities between on the one hand (1) the share price of Biosurgery and its fair value, and, on the other hand, (2) the share price of Biosurgery and the share price of Genzyme General. The lower the share price of Biosurgery relative to its fair value, the greater the potential benefit to Genzyme General shareholders, including Genzyme’s senior management, from implementing a forced sale. Similarly, the lower the share price of Biosurgery relative to the share price of Genzyme General, the greater the benefit to Genzyme General shareholders. If, for example, the average price of the two shares were equal, Genzyme would be required to issue 1.3 new shares of Genzyme General stock for each share of Biosurgery stock relinquished. That, in turn, would be guaranteed to dilute Genzyme General’s share price through the addition of 52.8 million shares to Genzyme General’s 200 million shares outstanding. Earnings per share would plummet as a result. On the other hand, if the share price of Genzyme General were, for example, twenty times that of Biosurgery, the formula would mandate that Genzyme issue a mere 0.052 shares of Genzyme General stock for each share of Biosurgery stock relinquished. In this second scenario, the dilution risk of Genzyme General’s earnings per share would be substantially diminished because Genzyme General would be required to issue only slightly less than 1/20th of the number of new shares required in the first.

19. Thus, in order to lump the assets of Biosurgery into the financial picture that Genzyme General presented to the market, without placing in jeopardy the share value of Genzyme General, Defendants had a structural incentive to minimize Biosurgery’s share price. Put another way, because Genzyme General shareholders had no right to the performance or returns
on the assets allocated to the Biosurgery Division (including Synvisc), the Genzyme General share price did not reflect the value of the Biosurgery assets. To obtain that value without diluting Genzyme General’s earnings per share, Genzyme had to effect an exchange at the lowest ratio possible.

20. And that is exactly what Defendants did. Contrary to the representations in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, Termeer and Genzyme did not operate Genzyme Biosurgery as a “self-sustaining” entity. Rather, from the day Biosurgery was formed, Termeer and Genzyme always sought to manipulate the share price of Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision that would allow Genzyme General shareholders to acquire all rights to the value of the assets allocated to Biosurgery shareholders for a fraction of the fair market value of those rights.

21. In or about mid-April 2002, Termeer made the decision to exercise the forced sale provision. As of that time, however, the formula set forth in the Articles of Organization would have lowered Genzyme General’s earnings per share substantially. (The exchange ratio would have required that Genzyme issue nearly four times the number of new Genzyme General shares that it ended up issuing in connection with the June 30, 2003 forced sale.) Accordingly, Termeer and the other Defendants decided (to paraphrase a Genzyme senior manager and friend of Termeer’s who possessed personal knowledge of the decision) that the “timing was not yet right.”

22. To make the timing right, Genzyme and Termeer devoted the next twelve months to driving down Biosurgery’s stock price more than 60% to historic lows. During the very same period, however, the share prices of comparable biomaterial companies all either gained ground or dropped only slightly. For example, Regeneration Technologies, Inc. (tissue-based implants to
heal bone) was up 41%. Inamed Corp. (plastic surgery devices and collagen implants) was up 26%.\(^1\) Biomet, Inc. (orthopedic implants; bone growth stimulation devices) was up 11%.

Stryker Corp. (orthopedic implants; trauma and spinal systems; bone growth/protein) was up 9%.

Closure Medical Corp. (tissue adhesion products) was up 5%. Integra Life Sciences (collagen-based products for use in dental surgery and spinal injuries) was down 7%. Thus:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Comparable Companies} & \text{RTIX up 41\%} & \text{IMDC up 26\%} & \text{BMET up 11\%} & \text{SYK up 9\%} \\
& \text{CLSR up 5\%} & \text{IART down 7\%} & \text{GZBX down 63\%}
\end{array}
\]

23. During the same thirteen month period Biosurgery also underperformed as measured by the NASDAQ Biotechnology Index ("IBB"). The IBB measures the share price of companies (including Genzyme General) primarily engaged in using biomedical research for the discovery of development of treatments or cures for human disease. Expressed in standard logarithmic formulation, Biosurgery’s share price plummeted after April 1, 2002, while that of the IBB remained essentially constant.

\(^1\) Inamed has held since at least 2000 the worldwide distribution rights to the Biosurgery product Hylaform, which originated with Biomatrix.
24. It was at this same time, April-May 2002, that Genzyme senior management began to reduce their personal holdings in Biosurgery and increase those in Genzyme General. Thus, the Biosurgery options granted to Alan E. Smith, Genzyme's Chief Scientific Officer dropped by 40% in May 2002, while those at the same time in Genzyme General doubled. Defendant Termeer, who had previously lauded tracking stock as producing a "fire in the belly" entrepreneurial spirit, reduced his Biosurgery options in May 2002 by 125,000 shares, while increasing those in Genzyme General by 100,000 shares over the previous year. The option incentive package of Duke Collier — the President of Biosurgery and the person who told investors in January 2001 that one of the benefits of the tracking stock structure was that compensation could be "specifically tied to the performance of the division" — was turned on its
head in May of 2002: Collier’s Biosurgery option grants decreased more than 50%; his Genzyme General grants increased nearly 800%.

25. On March 13, 2003, with Biosurgery shares trading at historic lows and upon Termeer’s recommendations, a Capital Structure Formation Committee of the Board (consisting of all members of the Board other than Termeer) met and set May 8 as the time for announcement of the forced sale. That decision, under the Articles of Organization, had the immediate effect of locking in the trading period at which the forced sale would be valued (the average of the closing prices on March 26 through April 23), locking in the exchange prices of the shares of each division, and, accordingly, the ratio between them. On that date, March 13, Genzyme General closed at $33.53 per share; Biosurgery closed at $1.65 per share. Applying the formula set forth in the Articles of Incorporation on that date, the forced sale exchange would have been .07447.

26. That ratio turned out to be almost twice the ratio at which the forced sale subsequently took place. On May 8, 2003, Termeer announced that Genzyme’s Board had decided to require the forced sale of all outstanding Biosurgery shares for Genzyme General shares at a ratio based upon a valuation of Biosurgery at $1.36 per share, with Genzyme General at $35.98 per share. This price yielded an exchange ratio of .04914 General shares for each Biosurgery share, requiring the issuance of a mere two million new Genzyme General shares.

27. In announcing the sale, Genzyme assured Genzyme General shareholders that prior earnings per share guidance for Genzyme General would not change. In other words, the issuance of the new shares as a result of the sale would not dilute the value of Genzyme General.

\[\text{The IBB was created in February 2001.}\]
stock. This was accomplished even though the sale would result in an effective tax rate increase from 25% to 30% for Genzyme for the second half of 2003.

28. To ensure that Biosurgery’s stock price stayed low enough to generate an exchange ratio that benefited Genzyme General shareholders, Termeer, with the approval of each member of the Board, deliberately withheld material positive information until after Genzyme had locked in the sale price. Specifically, Termeer and the Board Members knew on or before March 26, 2003, (the beginning of the trading period) but did not disclose until late in or after the trading period, the following information:

- **Synvisc revenues were up dramatically.**
  One week before establishing the trading period, on March 5, Genzyme had stated that Synvisc sales for the fourth quarter of 2002 had been down 16% from the fourth quarter 2001 and down 38% from the third quarter 2002. What Genzyme and Termeer knew on and before March 26, 2003 (three business days before the close of the quarter) but did not disclose to the market at all, was that on-going quarter-to-date performance for Synvisc revenues had jumped significantly, and that quarterly performance would materially improve. And what the Genzyme and Termeer knew on April 1, 2003 (the day after the quarter closed) but did not disclose to the market until April 16 (with only five days remaining in the trading period) was that Synvisc sales for the first quarter of 2003 in fact were up 32% from the first quarter of 2002 — more than doubling prior growth estimates — and up 56% from the fourth quarter 2002.

- **Genzyme would cease unprofitable investments in its cardiothoracic business.**
  What Genzyme and Termeer knew well before March 26, but did not disclose to the market until May 8 (after the close of the trading period) that they were “well on the road of activating the divestiture of that business” and that they would do so by year-end. What Genzyme and Termeer knew well before March 26, but did not disclose to the market until May 8 was that such a sale would result in annual savings of millions of dollars and one-time revenues approaching $50 million.

- **Genzyme obtained FDA approval that would allow Biosurgery to expand the label for Synvisc and double the current U.S. market for the product.**
  Genzyme had announced previously its hopes to commence clinical trials of Synvisc in the hip in 2003. But what Genzyme and Termeer knew on or before March 26 but did not disclose to the market until April 16 was that
Genzyme had in fact obtained conditional approval from the FDA to conduct the trials, and that completion of the trials would allow Genzyme to expand the label for Synvisc, doubling the size of the U.S. market for Synvisc.

- Genzyme had developed a "pretty substantial third generation" of Synvisc that "would actually modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself."
Genzyme had announced previously that it was trying to develop other applications of its products and hoped to develop disease modify products. But what Genzyme and Termeer knew on or before March 26 but did not disclose to the market until May 8 was that Genzyme had developed a third generation of Synvisc that would go to clinical trials in Europe and possibly the U.S. as early as this year. What Defendants also knew on or before March 13 but did not disclose to the market until May 29, was that the third generation Synvisc product would have the ability to "actually modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself," as opposed to merely relieving pain.

29. Had Genzyme disclosed any of these facts when they became known to Genzyme, the disclosures would have materially affected the Biosurgery share price during the March-April trading period. Indeed, the trading price of Biosurgery increased 21% and the trading volume increased 190% from April 15 following the announcements on April 16 regarding Synvisc earnings and FDA approval, indicating that the disclosures were both new and material. The May 8 announcement disclosing the existence of a third generation of Synvisc and the May 29 announcement that this third generation would modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself were material because they disclosed the existence of a product that would alter the way osteoarthritis will be treated, further expanding Synvisc. The sale of the unprofitable cardiothoracic business was material because by itself was enough to move Biosurgery to profitability.

30. The forced sale announced on May 8 simply took the value of the Biosurgery Stock from Biosurgery shareholders and transferred that value to the majority Genzyme General shareholders without payment of anything like the fair market value the latter had been promised. Biosurgery's shareholders had invested in Biosurgery according to a stated business plan that, if implemented, would yield a fair return on investment. That plan was entirely different from the
one that Termeer and Genzyme senior management had developed, and ultimately used, to run Biosurgery. With the May 8 forced sale, Genzyme General acquired the value of the assets of Biosurgery and the rights to all returns from those assets for all purposes, including payment of dividends and financial reporting — benefits that Genzyme General did not obtain in the merger with Biomatrix, and for which Biosurgery shareholders have not been compensated. The only way that Genzyme General was able to take these benefits, and acquire the rights to returns from the Biosurgery assets was through Defendants' stock price manipulation and earnings management of Biosurgery. The value of Biosurgery's stock price could not therefore have been "fair" because Defendants' stock manipulations and earnings management robbed that stock of value.

31. Defendants benefited personally from the forced sale. The Genzyme Board of Directors, Termeer, even the President of Biosurgery, Collier, all owned substantial holdings of Genzyme General stock. These holdings materially affected their decisions regarding the management of Biosurgery and the forced share exchange. At the time the forced sale was announced, Termeer owned more than $109 million of Genzyme General stock and approximately $1.5 million of Biosurgery stock. The other Genzyme directors owned about $25 million of Genzyme General stock and about $500 thousand of Biosurgery stock. Neither Termeer nor any Genzyme director, including all directors on the "Special Committee" that recommended the elimination of the tracking stock structure, owned stock in Biosurgery that is worth more than 2% of the value of his interest in Genzyme General. Genzyme had no disinterested Director to evaluate the fairness of the substance and timing of the forced sale.

32. The effect of Genzyme's stock price manipulation, management of earnings, and nondisclosures of material information was to depress Biosurgery's near-term profitability and
performance, leading, as intended by Termeer, to share prices for Biosurgery that did not accurately reflect either the underlying or the relative value of Biosurgery, by contrast to the share price of Genzyme General. The June 30 sale based upon the average closing price of Biosurgery shares (at $1.36) plus 30% (yielding $1.77) for the March-April trading period places the value of Biosurgery’s entire business at about $55 million. This valuation of Biosurgery is: (a) based upon an average of past trading prices that were the lowest in Biosurgery’s entire history; (b) less than Genzyme’s guidance for Biosurgery’s research and development expenses in 2003 alone; (c) less than the amount of revenue that Biosurgery anticipated to realize from sales of just one of its products, Synvisc, which is growing at about 30%, in 2003 alone; (d) only 20% of Biosurgery’s projected 2003 revenues, where acquisitions of growing biosurgical companies are typically made — as Collier stated in a Biosurgery earnings call on March 7, 2002 — at multiples of 6 times revenues; and (e) only 20% higher than the value at which Genzyme was able to sell Biosurgery’s consistently unprofitable cardiothoracic business alone.

33. But for Genzyme’s manipulation of Biosurgery share prices and earnings management of Biosurgery to depress near-term profitability, the closing prices for Biosurgery stock during the March-April trading period would have been at least $20 per share and likely much higher. Indeed, on or about May 14, 2003 the Chairman of Genzyme’s Audit Committee, Defendant Berthiaume, acknowledged to Whit Gardner, a principal of Gardner Lewis Asset Management and partner of Plaintiff Lewis, that Biosurgery shares could be valued at $20 per share. Termeer admitted to Gardner on the same day that the Biosurgery Stock is worth far more than the share price that Genzyme General will pay in the forced sale.

34. By eliminating the tracking stock structure, however, Termeer, every member of the Genzyme Board of Directors, and all Genzyme General shareholders who collectively owned
the majority of the company's outstanding shares obtained, without any earnings per share
dilution, the value of a business worth at least $1.5-2 billion for just $72 million of stock.

II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

35. This action arises under Sections 11, 12(a)(2), and 15 of the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 77k, 77l(a)(2), and 77(o), Sections 10(b), 14(a), 18,
78n(a), 78r, and 77t(a), and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. §§ 240.10b-5, 240.14a-
9, and common law.

36. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to Section
§ 78aa, and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1332. The amount in controversy exceeds the sum or value
of $75,000 for each of the Plaintiffs, exclusive of interest and costs. The Court has supplemental
jurisdiction over the state claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367.

37. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to Section 22(a) of the Securities Act, 15
of the transactions, acts, practices and courses of business alleged herein took place within the
Southern District of New York, including, but not limited to, use of the mails and other interstate
facilities to communicate with and disseminate false and misleading statements to investors. The
shares of Genzyme Corporation are publicly traded in Manhattan on the National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotation System (NASDAQ) stock market. The Biosurgery
Stock was publicly traded on the NASDAQ. The Defendants have carried out the acts described
herein by the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, including, but not limited to,
use of United States mails, interstate telephone communications, and the facilities of national securities exchanges. In addition, Plaintiff Rory Riggs resides in this district.

III. THE PARTIES

38. Plaintiff Rory Riggs ("Riggs"), former President of Biomatrix, owned Biosurgery securities during the Class Period. As of December 19, 2000, Riggs owned 1,276,993 shares of Biosurgery Stock. As of May 8, 2003, Riggs owned approximately 745,134 shares. Riggs resides in this district.

39. Plaintiff John Lewis ("Lewis"), President of Gardner Lewis Asset Management, owned Genzyme Biosurgery securities during the Class Period. Lewis now owns approximately 1,100,000 shares of Biosurgery tracking stock and as of May 8, 2003, owned at least 102,148 shares.


43. Defendant Henri A. Termeer ("Termeer") is the Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chairman of the Board of Genzyme Corporation, and, in that role, was the Chief Executive Officer of Biosurgery with fiduciary responsibilities to the Biosurgery shareholders. Termeer signed the Registration Statement, which included the Proxy-Prospectus. On May 8, 2003, Termeer held approximately 2,795,933 shares of Genzyme General stock worth over $109 million and 668,433 shares of Biosurgery tracking stock with a trading price of about $1.68 million. Termeer resides in Massachusetts.

44. Defendant Genzyme Corporation is a corporation organized under the laws of Massachusetts and headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Prior to July 1, 2003, Genzyme Corporation was composed of the three separately-operated divisions represented by three separate series of Genzyme common stock that, according to Genzyme, were designed to "track" the financial performance of each division and reflect its value to its shareholders, including the Biosurgery Stock. There was a single Board of Directors of Genzyme Corporation common to all operating divisions.

45. Defendants Constantine E. Anagnostopoulos ("Anagnostopoulos"), Douglas Berthiaume ("Berthiaume"), Henry Blair ("Blair"), Robert Carpenter ("Carpenter"), Charles Cooney ("Cooney"), Victor Dzau ("Dzau"), and Connie Mack III ("Mack") are members of the Board of Directors of Genzyme Corporation ("Director Defendants"), and together constitute the Special Committee of the Board that, on May 8, 2003, recommended the June 30, 2003 elimination of Genzyme's tracking stock structure and forced sale of all Biosurgery Stock for Genzyme General Division common stock. Two of the Director Defendants, Blair and Carpenter, are not "independent" directors as that term is used in Genzyme's internal corporate governance policies. Each of the Director Defendants, except for Dzau and Mack, signed the
Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, and each of the Director Defendants, except for Mack, was a director when the Registration Statement went effective and when the merger between Genzyme and Biomatrix was completed on December 19, 2000. Anagnostopoulos resides in Missouri; Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzau reside in Massachusetts; and Mack resides in Florida.

46. Defendant Michael S. Wyzga ("Wyzga") is the Chief Financial Officer and a Senior Vice President of Genzyme Corporation. Wyzga signed the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, the Post-Effective Amendment No. 1 to the Registration Statement, dated November 9, 2000, and the Form 8-K, dated May 8, 2003, reporting Genzyme’s decision to exchange all outstanding shares of the Biosurgery Stock and its Genzyme Molecular Oncology Division common stock for shares of its Genzyme General Division common stock. Wyzga resides in Massachusetts.

47. As of May 8, 2003, the Director Defendants held shares in Genzyme General and Biosurgery in approximately the following amounts: Carpenter, 279,372 shares, or $10.9 million, of Genzyme General stock, and 38,901 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $97,641; Berthiaume, 110,200 shares, or over $4.3 million, of Genzyme General stock, and 47,069 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $118,143; Anagnostopoulos, 77,100 shares, or over $3 million, of Genzyme General stock, and 33,218 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $83,377; Blair, 72,700 shares, or over $2.8 million, of Genzyme General stock and 27,594 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $69,260; Cooney, 47,736 shares, or over $1.8 million, of Genzyme General stock and 37,359 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $93,771; Mack, 20,000 shares, or $782,600, of Genzyme General stock and 10,000 shares of Biosurgery stock trading at $25,100; and Dzau, 18,000 shares, or $704,340, of Genzyme General stock and 10,000 shares of Biosurgery stock.
trading at $25,100. Collectively, based on May 8 trading prices, the Director Defendants owned approximately $24.28 million of Genzyme General stock and no more than $0.51 million of Biosurgery stock.

IV. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

48. Plaintiffs bring this action as a class action pursuant to Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure on behalf of all persons who purchased or otherwise acquired the publicly-traded Biosurgery Stock during the Class Period. Included in the class are those persons who purchased or otherwise acquired Biosurgery Stock in connection with the Registration Statements and Prospectuses issued during the Class Period. Excluded from the Class are the defendants herein, members of the immediate family of each of individual defendants, any entity in which any defendant has a controlling interest, and the legal affiliates, representatives, heirs, controlling persons, successors, and predecessors in interest or assigns of any such excluded person or entity.

49. There is a well-defined community of interest in the questions of law and fact involved in this case. Questions of law and fact common to the Class Members which predominate over questions that may affect individual class members include:

(a) Whether Defendants violated the Securities Act and Exchange Act;

(b) Whether Defendants omitted and/or misrepresented material facts;

(c) Whether Defendants’ statements omitted material facts necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading;

(d) Whether Defendants knew or recklessly disregarded that their statements were false and misleading;

(e) Whether Defendants breached the common law fiduciary duties and duties of good faith and fair dealing owed to the Class Members;
Whether the price of the Biosurgery Stock was depressed by Defendants' actions;

The extent of damage sustained by the Class Members and the appropriate measure of damages.

50. Plaintiffs' claims are typical of those of the Class because Plaintiffs and the Class Members sustained damages arising out of the same wrongful conduct by Defendants.

51. Class Members are so numerous that joinder of all them is impracticable. As of the close of business on June 30, 2003, the date of the forced sale there were more than 40.6 million shares of Biosurgery Stock outstanding held by, at least, thousands of holders of record. The exact number of Class Members is unknown to Plaintiffs at this time. Upon information and belief there are tens of thousands of Class Members who owned Biosurgery Stock during the Class Period, and that the Class Members are geographically dispersed.

52. Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the Class and are aware of no difficulty in the management of this action as a class action. Plaintiffs have retained counsel who are experienced and competent in securities and class action litigation. Finally, Plaintiffs have no interest that is contrary to or in conflict with the interests of the prospective Class Members whom they seek to represent.

53. A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy since joinder of all Class Members is impracticable. Furthermore, because the damages suffered by individual Class Members may be relatively small, the expense and burden of individual litigation make it virtually impossible for such class members to seek redress for the wrongful conduct alleged. There will be no difficulty in the management of this action as a class action.
V. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Biomatrix's Development of Synvisc

54. Prior to merging with Genzyme on December 19, 2000, Biomatrix developed, manufactured, marketed, and sold a series of proprietary viscoelastic products made of biological polymers called hylans. Hylans are chemically modified forms of the naturally occurring molecule hyaluronan, also known as hyaluronic acid or sodium hyaluronate, which is found in the body and present in all tissues, particularly in joint tissues and synovial fluid. Hylans recreate the role of hyaluronan in the body to protect, augment, supplement, separate, regulate, and control the environment of cells. Biomatrix engineered and optimized the physical properties of hylans, such as molecular size, viscosity, elasticity, pseudoplasticity, and solidity, to create fluids, gels, and solids for use in therapeutic medical applications and skin care. The Biomatrix hylans have significantly enhanced physical properties compared to naturally occurring hyaluronan.

55. Biomatrix’s leading product was Synvisc (Hylan G-F 20), a viscosupplementation treatment for relieving knee pain caused by osteoarthritis that cannot be adequately treated with painkillers or physical therapy. Synvisc is made of hylan A and hylan B biological polymers manufactured from hyaluronan that is sourced from chicken combs. Synvisc is injected into osteoarthritic knees to replace diseased synovial fluid, which may have low elasticity and viscosity. Due to its greater molecular weight, Synvisc has superior shock-absorbing and lubricating properties to, and remains in the joint longer than, hyaluronan.

56. Synvisc was researched and developed by Biomatrix over a period of nearly 20 years, at an estimated cost of to $100 million. The Synvisc hylan A/hylan B molecule was developed in 1985, and went through further years of rigorous clinical trials and testing before it was brought to market. In 1997, the FDA first approved the labeling of Synvisc as a synovial
fluid supplement for applications involving the knee, and sales of Synvisc in the United States began thereafter. Biomatrix distributed Synvisc in the United States and Germany through a marketing relationship with Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmaceuticals, and worldwide through a network of relationships with major pharmaceutical manufacturers, including Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bayer AG, Novartis Pharma AG, and Hoffman-La Roche. The Biomatrix contracts required both up-front payments and milestone payments as sales of Synvisc increased. Synvisc was manufactured by Biomatrix in its state-of-the-art plant in New Jersey, which was ISO 9001 certified in 1998 and FDA certified in 1999, and in Quebec, Canada.

57. Synvisc is the only viscosupplementation product with physical properties comparable to those of the healthy synovial fluid found in 18-27 year old humans. There are no directly substitutable products for Synvisc. Synvisc has an average molecular weight several times that of any competing hyaluronate product, which leads to longer-lasting efficacy (and reduced need for injections) for treatments with Synvisc. Because of this, Synvisc, unlike all other viscosupplementation products, has been approved and certified with a unique reimbursement code (J7320) for Medicare insurance purposes. Further, by contrast to general anti-inflammatories such as Vioxx and Celebrex, Synvisc actually addresses the source of the pain, diseased synovial fluid, associated with osteoarthritis of the knee. It is widely recognized that the development of the entire class of second-generation viscoelastic products like Synvisc is due to the work of Biomatrix and its founder, former CEO and Chief Scientific Officer, Dr. Endre Balazs.

58. While Synvisc was approved by the FDA solely for applications involving treatment of the knee joint, the product is expected to have broad uses in other joints as well. Early clinical trials indicated that Synvisc would prove effective in hip applications as well as
other joints, and Biomatrix obtained Wyeth’s approval in 1999 to launch U.S. clinical trials on hip applications. Biomatrix had developed other hylan products of substantial value, including Hylaform, a tissue augmentation product that had been approved for marketing in many countries including Israel, Canada, and Australia, and that had been approved for clinical trials in the United States, and a series of anti-adhesion products, such as Hylasinc, all of which were expected to be successful in their intended applications.

59. Prior to the merger with Genzyme and the creation of the new Genzyme Biosurgery entity and tracking stock, Biomatrix had recorded four consecutive years of profitability. Biomatrix reported net income of $18.6 million for 1999, with gross margins in excess of 70%. Biomatrix was recognized in that year by Fortune Magazine as one of America’s 100 Fastest-Growing Companies. By the time of the merger in 2000, Synvisc had become the fifth-largest prescription product for the treatment of arthritis in the United States.

B. Genzyme’s Merger with Biomatrix and Issuance of the Biosurgery Stock

60. Notwithstanding the successes and growth of Biomatrix as a stand-alone entity, Biomatrix management believed that a merger with a larger corporation would allow Biomatrix to accelerate both its growth and profitability, allowing increased investments and economies of scale in marketing, research and development, and the regulatory processes of obtaining FDA and worldwide approvals for new hylan products and for Synvisc in new applications. For these reasons, Biomatrix management, was prepared to consider a combination with a larger biotechnology company if a structure could be created that would allow the Biomatrix shareholders to retain and realize the value of the Biomatrix research and development and, in particular, the value of the Synvisc products.
61. After hiring an investment bank, Lehman Brothers, to explore various options, Biomatrix entered into discussions in late 1999 with Genzyme Executive Vice President, Duke Collier, about a combination of Biomatrix with the then-existing Genzyme Surgical Products division ("Surgical Products"). Based on these discussions, Biomatrix believed Surgical Products could be a suitable merger partner into a new company for two basic reasons. First, the biotechnology products of Surgical Products, such as Seprafilm, were complementary to the Biomatrix products. Second, the merger would enable Biomatrix to reach its objective of increased growth and profits through synergistic operations with Surgical Products, including access to Genzyme marketing and regulatory approval support. Collier described that mix as unbeatable, asserting that the merger would quickly create the dominant player in the fast-growing sector known as "biomaterials".

62. Collier and Termeer told Biomatrix representatives, on multiple occasions from November 1999, through the merger, that Genzyme could offer a solution that would, on the one hand, provide Biomatrix shareholders with the growth opportunities possible through affiliation with a large biotechnology corporation, but, on the other, ensure that the Biomatrix shareholders would retain a direct interest in the performance of Synvisc and other Biomatrix products and research.

63. Genzyme’s proposal was a merger between Biomatrix, Surgical Products and another Genzyme division, Tissue Repair ("Tissue Repair"), into a new Genzyme division, Biosurgery.

64. The business strategy by which Termeer and Collier persuaded Biomatrix to agree to merge, which is reflected in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, and upon which Plaintiffs and the Class Members relied in acquiring their Biosurgery shares, was one in which
Biosurgery would attempt to generate near-term profits but maintain the potential for long-term growth.

65. What Biomatrix did not seek, however, was to merge with Genzyme General. Termeer had established a well-known model to grow the Genzyme General division. As Termeer told The Wall Street Transcript in January 2000, the “focus” of that division was certain serious “[g]enetic diseases, [such as Gaucher disease, Fabry disease, Pompe disease] where a relatively specialized sales organization can make a global impact.” The model relied upon the FDA’s orphan drug program, which provides tax and other financial incentives to companies that develop medicines to treat ailments suffered by fewer than 200,000 patients in the United States.

66. To fund research and development for these specialized drugs, Genzyme General made acquisitions in unrelated businesses that provided short term infusions of cash. In 1989, for example, Genzyme acquired 69% of I.G. Labs, a diagnostic testing services company. In 1996, Genzyme acquired Genetrix, a privately held genetic testing laboratory. In the 1990s alone, these two businesses generated hundred of millions of dollars in revenue. As Fortune Magazine recently reported, this revenue was used to fund Genzyme General’s long term orphan drug research.

67. But Biosurgery, as Termeer and Collier represented, was to be built on a different strategy: using revenues from Syrvisc and other existing products to generate earnings. Those earnings would then be used to support research and development of biotechnology products, such as cell and gene therapies with long term value.

68. In Genzyme’s letters presenting bids to Biomatrix to conclude the merger, dated January 24, February 7, and February 28, 2000, Collier represented the following: (1) that Genzyme intended to “bring its significant resources to bear in leveraging Biomatrix’s
proprietary technology to expand the portfolio of products offered by both companies”; (2) that “the combination will allow the combined enterprise to better leverage its manufacturing capabilities, its established supplier, distribution, and marketing relationships, and its financial products across product offerings”; (3) that “Genzyme will hire all [Biomatrix] employees at closing” ... “on at least the same basis (with respect to salaries, wages, and benefits) as they are employed by Biomatrix.” Genzyme’s promise to retain all Biomatrix employees was material not only because of the commitment of Biomatrix management to their employees but because Biomatrix believed, among other things, that its research and development team was indispensable to developing and commercializing the extensive pipeline of Biomatrix products.

69. During merger negotiations, Collier repeatedly promised that Genzyme would take actions to maximize short term revenue. He committed that Genzyme would increase marketing and accelerate regulatory approvals in Japan, promptly pursue U.S. hip joint studies and new FDA labeling for Synvisc, accelerate the marketing and clinical trials of Hylaform, and continue the research and development of Biomatrix’s anti-adhesion products.

70. The Merger Agreement was entered into on March 6, 2000. In the merger, Genzyme agreed to pay $245 million for 28.83% of the Biomatrix shares outstanding. The remaining 71.17% of Biomatrix shares would be exchanged, one-for-one, for shares in the new Biosurgery Division. The cash value of the merger was approximately $800 million.

71. In a press release issued on March 6, 2000, jointly with Biomatrix, Genzyme featured Synvisc and Cartice (a Genzyme product used for cartilage repair) as “two of the defining products” in the market for biotherapeutics. It further stated that the “global sales and marketing leverage” of those products combined with potential growth from biotechnology research and development would “create a self-sustaining enterprise with substantial financial
resources to support future development and growth."

72. At the time the Merger Agreement was executed in March 2000, the proposed Biosurgery Division had an initial market value of about $1.3 billion based upon the price of Biomatrix stock and the tracking stock of Surgical Products and Tissue Repair, and taking into account the liabilities that Biosurgery would assume in cashing out 28.83% of the Biomatrix shareholders. Genzyme and Collier represented to Biomatrix management that the assets and expected performance of Surgical Products and Tissue Repair adequately supported their market valuations. Genzyme and Collier also represented that certain contingent liabilities of these Divisions, such as a potential $20 million liability of Tissue Repair to Genzyme General in connection with Diacrin, another product, were not likely to materialize. Those representations were critical to the goal of ensuring that the new merged entity, Genzyme Biosurgery, after combining the operations of Biomatrix, Surgical Products, and Tissue Repair together, would have a per-share value approximately equal to the pre-merger per-share value of Biomatrix — an objective important to the Biomatrix shareholders in approving the merger.

73. In Article 3.2 of the Merger Agreement, and incorporated into the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, Genzyme agreed to adopt revised Management and Accounting Policies Governing the Relationship of Genzyme Divisions ("Management and Accounting Policies"). Biomatrix had insisted that Genzyme adopt the Management and Accounting Policies to ensure, as Genzyme had promised in order to induce Biomatrix to agree to the merger, that Genzyme would operate and grow the Biosurgery Division as a distinct company with its rights and obligations to specifically-allocated assets, income, expenses, and research and development costs of the Genzyme Corporation.
74. The Management and Accounting Policies were incorporated into the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus as Annex E. In adopting them Genzyme represented that: "The purpose of Genzyme Biosurgery is to create a business with a comprehensive approach to the field of biosurgery by developing and commercializing a portfolio of products for the treatment and prevention of serious tissue injury ... and a portfolio of devices, biomaterials, biotherapeutics and other products for the field of biosurgery; these products and services include ... the products and services offered or under development by Biomatrix as of ... 2000 and included in the Descriptive Memorandum furnished by it to Genzyme."

75. The Biomatrix products in the Descriptive Memorandum, which Genzyme had committed to develop and commercialize, include, among others: Synvisc, Hylaform, the HylaShield, HylaFilm, and Hylagel products, HsS, Gelvisc Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, and hylan solids for matrix and tissue engineering to yield new reconstructive surgery products. Genzyme further agreed in the Management and Accounting Policies that revenues, expenses, and assets would be properly allocated to Biosurgery. These representations and policies were consistent with and supported the business model on which Genzyme sold Biosurgery Stock, as a self-sustaining company with a distinct value to be tracked by the newly issued stock.

76. Following execution of the agreement, Genzyme prepared Power Point presentations for use at road shows to investors and in employee meetings between March and October 2000 in order to, inter alia, persuade Biomatrix shareholders to approve the merger. These materials emphasized the same strategy. Genzyme represented Biosurgery as a "clear strategic focus" on "substantial markets" (specifically persons suffering from orthopedic disease and heart disease). It touted "break-through products" already in and past the manufacturing stage. It stated that it expected to "break-even on an operating basis in 2001". It identified
Biosurgery as a “unique investing opportunity”, quoting one analyst who had stated "we think revenues and earnings growth will never be faster than they will be in the coming 3 to 5 year period.”

77. In these same documents, Genzyme emphasized that the product portfolio of Biosurgery was built on “high growth early life cycle products.” That is, Biosurgery already had products that could be sold in markets with millions of potential patients — as of 2000, osteoarthritis affected approximately 25 million Americans. But those products could be improved and their marketability widened, their labels expanded to cover joints other than the knee for example, through expenditures in research and development.

78. Thus, revenues generated over the short term would be used, according to Biosurgery’s business plans provided to investors in 2000 to induce purchases of Biosurgery Stock, in two ways: (1) to generate yet additional short term revenues by developing later-stage versions of osteoarthritis (and heart disease) products and devices; and (2) to make longer term investments in biotechnology programs, such as those involving gene therapy and cell therapy, in the hope of developing new Biosurgery products with long term value. It was through this continuous infusion of cash from Biosurgery products already on the market, such as Synvisc, that Biosurgery would both quickly obtain operating profits and be able to sustain itself over the long term.

79. Riggs, in his capacity as Biatrix’s President, summarized Biosurgery’s business plan to an interviewer with the Wall Street Reporter Magazine in the fall of 2000:

We think the best strategy for maximizing shareholder value is to get our products to market as quickly as possible to approve the applications of our current products as quickly as possible so that we can continue our strategy of growth with profitability . . . . I think that as long as we continue to focus on revenue growth through broadening the application of
current products and quickly getting new products to the market, we can successfully keep revenue growth, fiscal constraint and earnings growth and that's what our model is. I think that merging with this new company will only allow us to accelerate these characteristics. The consolidation of all these products into one company will allow greater focus, faster time to market and the ability to be a leader quicker in all the major areas we think are important in this whole new field of bio-surgery.

80. Consistent with the representations quoted and summarized above concerning Biosurgery's business strategy that Termeer, Collier and Genzyme consistently had made throughout 2000, Genzyme represented in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus the following: “SELF-SUSTAINING PROGRAM....Genzyme believes that combining Biomatrix' positive cash flow from product sales with the financial resources of the two Genzyme divisions has the potential to create in Biosurgery a self-sustaining business capable of supporting a full product research and development program.”

81. In the Merger Agreement, incorporated into the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus as Annex A, Genzyme specifically represented that the new series of Biosurgery tracking stock was being issued “to reflect the value and track the performance of the [Biosurgery] Division.” The tracking stock structure was critical to ensuring that Biosurgery shareholders could obtain the value of their investments. Biomatrix would not have agreed to a merger, and Riggs and other Class Members would not have agreed to exchange their Biomatrix shares, based upon an exchange of those shares for interests in Genzyme Corporation as a whole, because the interests of the Biomatrix shareholders in the value of Biomatrix products would have been too diluted.

82. As noted above, senior Genzyme personnel recognized the value of tracking stock. Both Termeer and Collier stated publicly in January 2001 that tracking stock created incentives for management because it constituted a targeted mechanism for tying executive
compensation to the performance of discrete business segments. Tracking stock, in the words of Termeer, helped attract employees with “fire in the belly.”

83. Collier’s compensation as President of Genzyme Biosurgery, was consistent with this business approach. In 2001, Collier earned $627,000 in salary and bonus, received 21,000 options in Genzyme General, and 163,000 options in Biosurgery Stock. At the time of the Biosurgery’s creation, these options were worth millions of dollars.

C. Genzyme Deliberately Operated Biosurgery To Depress Near-Term Profitability And Share Price In A Manner Inconsistent With Its Statements To The Market In Order To Benefit Genzyme General Shareholders

84. Throughout 2001 and 2002 Collier, as he had done prior to the merger, continued to represent Biosurgery to shareholders as a business that quickly would make profits and maintain the potential for growth in the long term. As Collier stated in conference calls, to achieve these goals, Genzyme needed to balance long-term R&D expenditures against the resources necessary to grow the revenue-producing products.

85. This was reiterated as late as September 21, 2002. On that date, he told investors and analysts gathered in New York that the “business model” of Biosurgery was to “build a business with current revenue,” by emphasizing device and biomaterial products with “good growth characteristics.” The result was “a pipeline that is relatively lower risk than a cell or gene therapy pipeline.” Research into the latter areas, he emphasized, involved “longer range, higher-risk programs.” It was necessary to keep the pipeline in a “balance between” the biomaterials products, such as Synvisc, and the biotechnology programs, such as cell and gene therapy.

86. The “major driver” for this business model, as described by another Biosurgery manager at the same meeting, was Synvisc. As Collier had said in an early 2002 conference call,
referring to Synvisc: “We’re sitting on a gold mine here, and any investor who is patient will be rewarded.”

87. According to statements made by Collier and Termeer during the merger negotiations and by Collier on behalf of Genzyme throughout 2001 and 2002, to generate sufficient revenues both to generate profits and to fund long-term R&D, Biosurgery needed to do at least three things effectively with the biomaterials products, such as Synvisc that were already in the market: (1) obtain expanded regulatory approvals as new uses and improvements are developed; (2) obtain reimbursement authorization in new markets and for new applications; (3) expand sales in existing markets and enter new markets. Collier repeatedly stated that Biosurgery would focus on these objectives in order, as he stated in the March 7, 2002 earnings call, to “move the business forward financially, to grow the revenue, improve the gross margin, control operating expenses consistent with appropriate and considered investments that we’re making in the future.”

88. But the facts — most notably in the crucial period commencing in the Spring of 2002, see paragraphs 22-26 supra — demonstrate that there was no intent to do these things.

89. Contrary to each of the representations made in the Proxy-Prospectus and Merger Agreement, Genzyme and Termeer never intended to run Biosurgery as a profitable growth enterprise. Contrary to these representations, Genzyme and Termeer never intended to operate Biosurgery as a “self-sustaining business.” Contrary to these representations, Genzyme and Termeer did not seek to maximize the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders. Rather, Genzyme and Termeer intended to and did operate Biosurgery in order to drive down the Biosurgery share price and enable a forced share that would yield the most
favorable ratio for the benefit of Genzyme General shareholders, at the expense of Plaintiffs and the Class Members.

90. First, Termeer and Genzyme limited Biosurgery’s ability to obtain revenue from products already in the market.

91. Thus, for example, Termeer and Genzyme management failed to press during this time period to expand the labeling for Synvisc. In fact, they worked against that goal. They refused to present to the FDA a study that demonstrated Synvisc to be effective in relieving arthritic knee pain for one year after injection (a claim that none of Synvisc’s competitors can make). Had the FDA altered Synvisc’s labeling to reflect this one-year efficacy, Biosurgery immediately could have marketed Synvisc directly to patients, as opposed to doctors, which was significant because the demand for osteoarthritis treatments are driven heavily by requests from patients to doctors.

92. The study, an independent evaluation of the efficacy of Synvisc conducted by a highly regarded team of Canadian researchers, had been completed in the Fall of 1999, before the merger. The longest of its type yet done, it followed two groups of patients with osteoarthritis of the knee in a one-year randomized trial. Both patient populations used all available osteoarthritis treatments; only one was given Synvisc. One year later, 70% of the latter group were still doing well after one treatment of Synvisc.

93. The FDA expressed to Biosurgery personnel its interest in reviewing the results of the study for purposes of expanding Synvisc’s labeling. Despite the FDA’s interest, Genzyme management, including Termeer, Collier, Ann Merrifield, Genzyme’s Executive Vice President in charge of Orthopedics and Biospecialties, and clinical research head Dick Polisson, refused to submit the study to the FDA.
94. They did this even though, on November 21, 2002, Merrifield described the same study to investors as “a very powerful safety and efficacy study, as well as a comment on the pharmaco-economic utility of our product line.” She went on to explain: “It demonstrates unequivocally the opportunity for further [market] penetration ... It is a powerful comparison [of how Synvisc performs on pain relief-relief profile versus steroids] that speaks to the docs in the market place.”

95. The same approach was taken regarding seeking regulatory approval for Synvisc in Japan. Until very recently, Genzyme had failed to seek that approval despite having promised to do so prior to the merger. Indeed, at the time of the merger, Biomatrix had already completed fully translated regulatory submissions for the Japanese market and was on track to submit those applications in 2001. Moreover, Genzyme has owned a successful Japanese subsidiary, Genzyme Japan KK, since 1987, which enjoys good relations with Japanese regulatory authorities.

96. But no application was made. As late as November 21, 2002, Merrifield stated “[w]e are not registered and have never pursued registration [in Japan]” for Synvisc. It did this despite acknowledging at the same time that Japan “is about a $300 million end-user market, about the same size as the U.S. market will be this year. It supports something like 18 million injections,” and “[t]here is no high molecular-weight product like Synvisc in Japan, so we think there is a substantial opportunity there.”

97. Similarly, during 2002, Genzyme and Termeer made it nearly impossible to expand Synvisc’s penetration of the European market. Genzyme’s European operation is made up of individual General Managers, each of whom is responsible for an assigned country. The European General Managers report directly to Termeer.
Despite the opportunities presented by the European market, Termeer instructed the General Managers that they need not concentrate their efforts on Synvisc. He did this even though Synvisc has European regulatory approval for use in both knee and hip and expanded labeling that indicates that it provides up to 12 months of pain relief in the knee (the longest duration claim of any viscosupplementation product in Europe), three times as much Synvisc is sold in the United States than in the entire continent of Europe.

In 2002, Genzyme management refused to participate in a process that would have resulted in the designation of Synvisc treatment as a mandatory step in the protocol for qualifying patients for total knee replacement surgeries in the U.S. Veteran's Health Administration ("VHA") hospital system nationwide. With 171 medical centers and 25.6 million patients, of whom approximately 16,000 undergo total knee replacement surgery each year, the VHA represented an enormous revenue opportunity. After two years of lobbying, Biomatrix had succeeded in adding a provision in an appropriations bill in the House of Representatives for the VHA that required that viscosupplementation therapy with Synvisc be attempted before a patient became eligible for total knee replacement surgery. This requirement was conditioned on review and approval of viscosupplementation therapy by a VHA medical team.

The bill was enacted into law by 2001, and the medical review team was to begin its inquiry soon thereafter. The team would make its recommendation based on its review of clinical studies and other literature. Biosurgery's Vice President of Public Policy and Reimbursement, a holdover from Biomatrix, made numerous efforts to persuade Genzyme management that it should participate in the VHA review process. Despite her efforts, Genzyme management refused to provide any data to the VHA medical review team.

In the absence of any participation from Genzyme, the VHA team reviewed
studies of a first-generation viscosupplementation called Artz. Artz is an older product with a lower molecular weight and inferior viscosity to Synvisc. Consequently, Artz is less efficacious than Synvisc in relieving arthritic knee symptoms. Based on its review of Artz — but not Synvisc — the VHA medical team concluded that viscosupplementation was ineffective and unnecessary as an intermediate step in the knee-replacement protocol.

102. Termeer fired or drove out nearly all the former Biomatrix employees with experience in such key Synvisc product management functions as regulatory approvals, reimbursements, and international sales — further hampering the strategy of, as Collier put it, “building a business with current revenue.” The company also terminated relationships that Biomatrix had developed with a panel of eminent orthopedic surgeons and immunologists, such as Dr. Larry W. Moreland, director of the Arthritis Clinical Intervention Program at the University of Alabama at Birmingham and an expert on rheumatoid arthritis therapy, and Dr. Charles Weiss, whose work on Synvisc in the treatment of osteoarthritis was instrumental in the development of Synvisc and its acceptance by the global medical community.

103. These actions were inconsistent with specific representations by Termeer and Collier made to induce the merger and by Collier thereafter. Rather than spend money on opportunities to expand Synvisc (and other products that produced short-term revenue), as they had represented they would do, Termeer and Genzyme devoted the bulk of capital expenditures to research and development for long term programs. These expenditures were not simply questionable business decisions. They were inconsistent with the business strategy on which Plaintiffs and the Class Members had relied in deciding to acquire Biosurgery shares: that Genzyme would attempt to develop a self-sustaining business. In fact, they made it impossible to achieve that goal.
104. Despite a continuous increase in research and development ("R&D") expenditures, Biosurgery after the second quarter of 2001, did not make sufficient investments in expanding existing revenue-generating products, such as Synvisc, so as to reach its earnings guidance, let alone become profitable. Rather, R&D was concentrated heavily in the development of gene and cell therapy programs — which would yield revenue, if at all, nearly a decade later.

105. In 2001, Biosurgery spent $47.2 million, or 24% of net product sales on R&D. In 2002, despite the fact that it booked a 2001 operational loss of $48.7 million and despite the fact that Collier pledged to approach 2002 with a “strong commitment to a continuous strengthening of GZBX’s financial and operating integrity,” Genzyme management increased Biosurgery’s R&D budget by 11% to $52.3 million.

106. But at least half and likely even more of Biosurgery’s R&D budget for 2002 was devoted to gene and cell therapy research on projects such as HIF-1α, an angiogenic gene therapy to treat coronary artery disease and peripheral artery disease; and cardiac cell therapy, a tissue regeneration program to treat congestive heart failure. HIF-1α is not expected to enter the market until 2008-2010. The cardiac cell therapy program is not expected to be in the market until 2009.

107. Continuing this pattern, in July 2002, Genzyme bought an interest in the French biotech company, Myosix, which specializes in the development and commercialization of a certain autologous cell culture technology, referred to as Myosix technology, at a cost of $1.9 million, which it allocated to Biosurgery. Genzyme management promptly began major Phase 2 trials in Europe, Canada and the U.S. to study a gene therapy treatment for heart disease, despite the fact that the Myosix technology had not achieved any technological feasibility for any
application and would require significant future development before an application could be completed.

108. Biosurgery's Selling, General and Administrative ("SG&A") expenses cannot be squared with any notion of attempting to run a self-sustaining business. In 2001, SGA was $122 million or 58% of net product revenues, improving slightly in 2002 to $106.9 million or 50% of net product revenues. But these expenditures, too, were concentrated in support of long term programs, rather than short term products. Synvise, Biosurgery's largest product, had virtually no selling expenses attributed to it because agreements with Wyeth to distribute the product provided that it, not Biosurgery, would bear all marketing costs. Wyeth employed a 95-person sales force to do just that.

109. All told, Genzyme operated Biosurgery in 2002 so that R&D expenses added to SG&A equaled 74% of net product sales. This left one-quarter of revenues from such sales for debt service, cost of goods, and all the other expenses for which the division was responsible.

110. Biosurgery's long term R&D investments were linked strongly to the work of its cardiothoracic devices business unit. As Collier recently stated in a July 1, 2003 press release, the cardiothoracic business was "fundamental to the growth of our extensive efforts to develop gene and cell therapies for heart disease." But the cardiothoracic unit was a money-losing venture. On March 31 2002, Biosurgery took a $98 million operating loss for impaired goodwill of the cardiothoracic devices business unit.

111. In fact, even as it was deep into the process of arranging to sell that very business unit, Genzyme continued to spend money on it for long term R&D projects. In March 2003 — having already retained an investment banker for the sale and begun negotiating the material terms of the sale with the buyer (which occurred July 1, 2002, after Biosurgery Stock had been
Genzyme entered a collaboration with newly created biotech company focused on developing gene therapies for treating cardiac arrhythmias. The deal required Biosurgery to buy Excigen stock for $2.3 million and to provide another $2.3 million in funding for research, clinical, regulatory and manufacturing services. The Excigen expenses were then allocated to Biosurgery. In other words, Genzyme and Termeer were still spending millions on a business they had acknowledged internally had failed and were in fact preparing to sell.

112. What did not become clear to investors until Termeer and Genzyme issued the revised guidance on May 8 was that the divestiture of the cardiothoracic business, announced on that date, would have been sufficient to move Biosurgery to profitability for the full year and each quarter, including the first, of 2003. Based on the guidance issued on May 8 alone for revenues, research and development costs, SG&A, and the divestiture of the cardiothoracic business, Biosurgery would report a pro forma profit of $30 million for the full year of 2003.

D. The June 30 Forced Sale: Genzyme Commits Insider Trading To Benefit The Genzyme Senior Management, The Genzyme Board And Genzyme General Shareholders At The Expense Of The Class

113. Genzyme’s Restated Articles of Organization state that the Genzyme Board of Directors may declare that each outstanding share of Genzyme Biosurgery can be exchanged, on a date to be determined by the Board, for a number of Genzyme General shares equal to 130 percent of the fair market value of the Biosurgery shares divided by the fair market value of Genzyme General shares. The Articles define “fair market value” as the average of the daily closing prices for the 20 consecutive business days commencing on the 30th business day prior to the date of public announcement of the forced sale. The Articles further state that “in the event such Closing Prices are unavailable,” fair market value is to be determined by the Board consistent with their fiduciary duties to Biosurgery shareholders.
114. In or about April 2002, Termeer made the decision to exercise the forced sale provision, but determined that the timing was not then right. On April 1, 2002, Biosurgery’s stock price closed at $6.70 per share. On that same date, Genzyme General’s stock price closed at $36.85 per share.

115. In or about early February 2003, the Board held its annual offsite strategic meeting. At that meeting, Termeer and other members of senior management, in accordance with Termeer’s decision in April 2002 to exercise the forced sale provision, recommended to the Board that it set a timetable to effect a forced sale of Biosurgery Stock for stock in Genzyme General. At a meeting later in February, the Board appointed a “special committee” of the Board, consisting of all members of the Board other than Termeer (including those Board members, Blair and Carpenter, who were not “independent” under the Company’s internal guidelines), to review the appropriateness of a forced sale. On February 3, 2003, the first business day of that month, Biosurgery’s stock price closed at $1.94 per share. On that same date, Genzyme General’s stock price closed at $33.20 per share.

116. On February 4, 2003, Genzyme held a conference call to announce financial guidance for the fiscal year 2003. During the call, Genzyme provided a range for the projected 2003 full year of Synvisc revenues of between $105 million to $115 million. During the call Genzyme stated that it expected Synvisc to grow at twice the rate it had grown in 2002, which is approximately 15%, with the most growth occurring the second and third quarters. According to this guidance, Genzyme expected first quarter 2003 revenues for Synvisc to grow less than 16%. The company also stated that it expected an operating loss in 2003 for Biosurgery of $9 million.

117. On March 5, 2003, Genzyme held a conference call at which it released disappointing results for Biosurgery for the year 2002 and for the fourth quarter of 2002. During
the call, Genzyme announced a poor quarter for Synvisc, disclosing that Synvisc revenues for the fourth quarter of 2002 had declined 16% from the fourth quarter 2001 and declined 38% from the third quarter 2002. Genzyme also announced on the same call that it had missed its 2002 projections for Synvisc revenues and that the operating loss for Biosurgery had increased 200% from the previous quarter.

118. On or about March 13, 2003, the “special committee” of the Board recommended to the full Board — i.e., to itself and to Termeer — that the forced sale take place on June 30, 2003 and that the forced sale be announced on May 8, 2003. As the CFO of Genzyme, responsible for determining the financial impact the forced sale would have on Genzyme’s ongoing operations, Wyzga knew on March 13 of the recommendation to announce the sale on May 8. The selection of May 8 as the date on which to announce the forced sale mandated that the 20-day trading period, by whose closing prices the exchange ratio would be determined, would take place between and including March 26 and April 23 (the “March-April trading period”). The selection of May 8 as the date on which to announce the forced sale had the immediate effect of creating an affirmative duty on behalf of Genzyme to disclose all material nonpublic information in its possession during the March-April trading period. On March 13, 2003, Biosurgery’s stock price closed at $1.65 per share. On that same date, Genzyme General’s stock price closed at $33.53 per share.

119. To ensure that the exchange ratio was as favorable as possible for Genzyme General shareholders — to ensure that the fewest number of Genzyme General shares would be issued in the forced sale by timing it to occur when Biosurgery shares were trading at the lowest possible price — Genzyme and Termeer deliberately withheld and delayed disclosing material information (or, at the very least, recklessly failed to disclose material information that was in the
possession of Defendants Termeer and Wyzga) about the financial health of Biosurgery and the expected growth of Synvisc until near the end of, and after, the March-April trading period. Genzyme and Termee deliberate withheld the material information despite an affirmative duty to disclose it to the public during the March-April trading period.

120. Genzyme and members of its senior management, including Termeer and Wyzga, knew on March 26, 2003 that on-going quarter-to-date performance for Synvisc revenues (and consequently the performance of Biosurgery as a whole) had jumped significantly, indicating that the quarter (which closed just five days later) would improve dramatically and exceed public expectations. However, Genzyme never disclosed the change to the public.

121. Genzyme and members of its senior management, including Termeer and Wyzga, knew on April 1, 2003 that Synvisc sales for the first quarter of 2003 were up 32% from the first quarter of 2002, more than doubling prior growth estimates, and up 56% from the fourth quarter 2002. Genzyme did not disclose this to the market until April 16 (with only five days remaining in the March-April trading period).

122. This information of the dramatic change in Synvisc revenues was both material and nonpublic. First, as discussed above, on February 4, 2003, Genzyme gave financial guidance to the public indicating that Synvisc revenues would increase by less than 16% in the first quarter 2003. Thus, the actual increase of 32% more than doubled guidance. Second, due to the seasonality of Synvisc revenues and its recent poor performance, the market had low expectations for Synvisc revenues and Biosurgery as a whole for the first quarter 2003. As Collier had stated on Biosurgery earnings calls and as understood by Wall Street and the rest of the public, Synvisc revenues are always weak in the first quarter. In addition, on March 5, just one week before the March-April trading period began, Genzyme announced that Synvisc
revenues for the fourth quarter 2002 had been down 16% from the fourth quarter 2001 and 36% from the third quarter 2002. To make public expectations even worse, Genzyme also announced on the same call that it had missed its 2002 projections for Synvisc revenues and that the operating loss for Biosurgery had increased 200% from the previous quarter. In contrast, the 32% increase in Synvisc revenues in the first quarter 2003 enabled Biosurgery to decrease its operating loss approximately 90% year-over-year, from $116.2 million to $11.7 million, or a loss of $2.49 per share to a loss of only $0.29 per share. Third, the market reaction to the April 16 earnings announcement indicates that the dramatic increase in Synvisc revenues was both material and nonpublic. Following the April 16 announcement that Synvisc revenues had increased 32%, the trading price of Biosurgery stock increased 21% and the trading volume increased 190% from April 15, indicating that the discloc was both material and new. In fact, one Wall-Street professional who followed Biosurgery stated on the April 16 earnings call that the increase in Synvisc revenues had come as a welcome surprise.

123. In addition, because Genzyme and its senior managers, including Termeer and Wyzga, received daily sales updates concerning Synvisc, and because Genzyme monitors the sales of its major products, including Synvisc, closely throughout each quarter and those results are communicated regularly to members of senior management (in the case of Termeer on at least a weekly basis and in the case of Wyzga on a daily basis), both Termeer and Wyzga knew when the March-April trading period began on March 26, 2003 — just five days until the end of the quarter — and on April 1, 2003, that Synvisc sales for the first quarter 2003 were up by a material amount.

124. Genzyme and members of its senior management, including Termeer and Wyzga, knew on March 26, 2003, that Genzyme would cease its unprofitable investments in and sell its
cardiothoracic business. All material steps to the transaction (including obtaining an investment banker and negotiating the terms of the sale, and the obtaining of financing by the buyer) were completed prior to the March-April trading period. As Termeer openly acknowledged on May 8, Genzyme "was well on its way to divesting the business."

125. This information was material because the sale of the cardiothoracic business would have been sufficient to move Biosurgery to profitability for the full year and each quarter, including the first, of 2003. Moreover, as set forth below, Genzyme's own internal policies define as "material" "the proposed...sale of part of Genzyme's business."

126. Genzyme and members of its senior management, including Termeer, knew on or before March 26 that Genzyme had obtained conditional approval from the FDA to conduct trials for applications of Synvisc for the hip, and that completion of the trials would allow Genzyme to expand the label for Synvisc, doubling the size of the U.S. market for Synvisc. This fact was both material and nonpublic. Genzyme had previously announced its hope to commence U.S. clinical trials of Synvisc in the hip in 2003, but had never disclosed that those trials had obtained conditional FDA approval. Despite the significance to Biosurgery of such approval, Genzyme did not disclose until April 16 (with only five days left in the trading period) that it had obtained the FDA approval or that the trials would commence.

127. Genzyme and Termeer knew on or before March 26 that Genzyme had developed a third generation of Synvisc that would go to clinical trials in Europe and possibly the U.S. as early as this year. Genzyme and Termeer also knew on or before March 26 that the third generation Synvisc product would have the ability to modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself, as opposed to merely relieving pain. These facts were both material and nonpublic. Genzyme had announced previously that it was trying to develop other applications for its products and hoped
to develop disease modifying product, but, unlike its previous statements indicating that it was “hoping” and “trying” to develop new products, Genzyme did not disclose until May 8 that in fact it had developed a third generation of Synvisc that would go to clinical trials as early as this year, or until May 29 that this third generation of Synvisc would have the ability “actually modify the disease” of osteoarthritis itself.

128. All these material facts were known to Genzyme and Termeer prior to and during the March-April trading period but deliberately withheld from the market to ensure that the share price of the Biosurgery Stock would remain depressed. Had Genzyme disclosed these facts prior to the March-April trading period, the disclosures would have materially affected the Biosurgery share price, resulting in a valuation significantly greater than either Genzyme’s purported valuation of $1.36 per share or the exchange price, after a 30% “premium,” of $1.77 per share.

129. As part of its corporate insider trading policy, Genzyme has a mandatory “black out” period that prohibits directors and executive officers from trading in any of Genzyme’s securities during “the last two weeks of each calendar quarter (i.e., the last two weeks of March, June, September and December) and the period from the end of the that quarter until” one full trading day after a routine quarterly financial release is made by Genzyme. This policy, which was approved and adopted by each of the Defendants in December 2001, exists because and recognizes that Genzyme’s executive officers and directors, including Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants, possess material, nonpublic information about earnings and revenues during the “black out” period. For that reason, trading by those persons during that period is prohibited.

130. The policy lists as examples of material, nonpublic information “earnings or losses that are significantly higher or lower than generally expected by the investment
community", “pending or proposed . . . sale of part of Genzyme’s business, and “new products or significant discoveries.”

131. The Genzyme blackout period was in effect from March 17, 2003 through the close of trading on April 17, 2003, a period that included all but four days of March-April trading period. Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants thus locked in the price at which the forced sale would occur to take place during a period that Genzyme’s own insider trading prohibited them from trading because of the certainty that they would benefit from material, non-public information if they did so. Despite their knowledge of the policy, the fact that the policy recognized that they were in possession of material, nonpublic information, and the fact that the policy specifically identified the information that Genzyme possessed as material, non-public information, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director defendants consciously disregarded the policy and failed each of the items discussed above.

132. On May 8, 2003, in announcing the forced sale, Genzyme reported that the elimination of the tracking stock structure — which would increase taxes during the second half of 2003 — would not affect the prior guidance for Genzyme General of $1.25-$1.35 earnings per share.

133. On June 30, 2003, the forced sale took place. Genzyme purchased from Plaintiffs and the Class Members the Biosurgery Stock, which was then retired. Simultaneously, Genzyme issued to Plaintiffs and the Class Members a total of approximately two million shares of Genzyme General common stock.

134. The aggregate value of the share price paid in Genzyme General stock to Plaintiffs and the Class Members was approximately $72 million ($1.36 per share, plus a 30% premium, multiplied by 40.6 million Biosurgery shares outstanding). On a conservative valuation, the
assets of Biosurgery — now subsumed, from the perspective of the market, within the market's valuation of Genzyme General — are worth at least $1.5-2 billion. Following the May 8 announcement, and in anticipation of the acquisition by Genzyme General of Biosurgery at a 95% or greater discount off the fair market value of the company, the market capitalization of Genzyme General increased by over $1 billion.

135. The components of value of the assets obtained by Genzyme General include at least: (a) Synvisc, with projected revenues for the second half of 2003 at about $64-66 million, or annual sales of over $130 million, over 80% gross margins, 70% operating margins, over 30% growth in 2003 over 2002, about 70% market share, and an expected near-doubling of the end-user Synvisc market upon approval of the product in Japan; (b) Sepraﬀilm, with annual revenues of approximately $45 million on slightly lower margins and comparable growth; (c) the value of the former Biomatrix Hylaform products, now inclinical trials; (d) the value of the former Biomatrix anti-adhesion products, which are in certain respects superior to Sepraﬀilm; (e) the value of the cardiothoracic business, with annual revenues of approximately $76 million, (which Genzyme sold the day after the forced sale was concluded); (f) the value of the research and other Biosurgery products, including those in pre-clinical and clinical trials, developed through the over $125 million research and development expenditures incurred by Biosurgery at the direction of Genzyme.

136. The Synvisc and Sepraﬀilm franchise alone is worth at least $1.2 billion; Hylaform is worth at least $200 million, as evidenced by the recent purchase by Medecis for $185 million of just the U.S. marketing rights to the comparable product Restalane; the cardiothoracic business was in fact sold for $40 million; and the current value of the third generation Synvisc and new Sepra products, now under clinical trials and final development, as well as other
ongoing research and development investments by Biosurgery (which Genzyme has never disclosed to the market), is, on information and belief, at least $500 million.

137. On the May 8 investor conference call at which Termeer first disclosed the forced sale, Wilbur Forbes, a Prudential Securities analyst, stated: "[W]hen you look at the timing of this, it gets highly suspicious when you look at the 30 day period that is the lowest 30 day period that it [Biosurgery] has traded at in the last three or four years.... And when you look at those things in combination, it looks like you're trying to manipulate the price down so that you're paying 70 odd m[illion] for two-thirds of something that you paid 400 m[illion] for one third of when it was a lesser company." Similarly, Robert Moore, a CMJ Partners analyst, stated on the May 8 call: "I also think that the selected 30 day pricing period for Biosurgery stock substantially undervalues that company."

138. Rather than own stock the price of which was linked exclusively to the performance of the Biosurgery assets — the "gold mine" promised in early 2002 by Collier to those with "patience" — Plaintiffs and the Class Members now own massively diluted interests in Genzyme. In order to obtain in current share price the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets, the price of Genzyme would need to exceed $500 per share.
139. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

140. Count I is brought pursuant to Section 11 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77k, against Defendants Genzyme Corporation, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants, except Mack.

141. Plaintiffs assert this claim within one year of the date they discovered or should have discovered, through the exercise of reasonable diligence, the untrue statements and omissions of material facts alleged herein, and within three years after the Registration Statement became effective on October 27, 2000 and the public offering of Biosurgery tracking stock in December 2000.

142. In December 2000, Plaintiffs and other Class Members purchased securities from Genzyme in a public offering by exchanging shares of Biomatrix common stock, Surgical Products tracking stock and/or Tissue Repair tracking stock for shares of the Biosurgery Stock. Lewis, van Roden, Brooks and other Class Members purchased additional shares of the Biosurgery Stock sold pursuant to the Registration Statement in the aftermarket. Genzyme issued each of the Biosurgery shares that the Plaintiffs and the Class Members purchased pursuant to the Registration Statement.

143. The Registration Statement contained false and misleading statements and omissions of material fact, and omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements...
The Registration Statement, among other things, represented that Genzyme would attempt to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity with a tracking stock designed to reflect the financial performance of Biosurgery and its assets, rather than the performance and assets of Genzyme as whole, but omitted to disclose that: (1) Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity because they did not intend to generate, and did not generate, short term revenue from existing products such as Synvisc sufficient to create operating profit but rather intended to devote, and did devote, capital expenditures in support of programs, such as cell and gene therapy, that would generate revenues only in the long-term thereby making the goal of a self-sustaining entity impossible; (2) Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate, and did operate, Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision at a time when the share price of Biosurgery was as low as possible in order to take advantage of maximum disparities between the Biosurgery share price and both its fair market value and the per share price of Genzyme General; and (3) Genzyme and Termeer intended to exercise, and did exercise, the forced sale provision only after deliberately manipulating the Biosurgery stock price to levels that did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets.

144. The inclusion of each of these omitted disclosures was necessary in order to make the statements in the Registration Statement not false and misleading because without them the Plaintiffs and the Class Members had no way of knowing that they were acquiring securities of a company that would not and was not intended to generate profits in the near term. In other words, the statements in the Registration Statement were misleading because they failed to disclose the type of business model that Genzyme and Termeer intended to use to operate Biosurgery. The Plaintiffs and Class Members had no way of knowing that Genzyme and
Termeer did not intend to operate Genzyme Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity, or that
Genzyme and Termeer would not seek to maximize the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit
of Biosurgery shareholders.

145. In addition, the revised Genzyme Management and Accounting Policies,
incorporated by reference into the Registration Statement as Annex E, falsely represented that
Genzyme would “develop and commercialize” the Hylaform, HylaShield, Hylafilm, Hylagel,
HsS, Gelvise Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, or hylan solid products. This statement was
false because Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to “develop or commercialize” any of these
products, as shown by the fact that Genzyme and Termeer fired nearly all of the Biomatrix
research and development team shortly after the merger (significantly impairing the ability of
Biosurgery to develop and commercialize the products) and took no steps at all during the
existence of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize any of these products (instead spending
Biosurgery resources on long-term research and development projects), despite the significant
potential they had to produce near-term revenues.

146. Each of these misrepresentations and omissions was material in that any similarly
situated reasonable investor would have considered them important in deciding whether to
exchange his or her Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for, or to purchase
shares of, the Biosurgery tracking stock. Each of these misrepresentations and omissions relates
to matters that bear directly on the fundamental reason for owning a tracking stock and on the
value of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and they have negatively affected the share pricing of the
Biosurgery Stock during the entire time of its existence.

147. Plaintiffs and other Class Members received, reviewed, and relied on the
Registration Statement. Plaintiffs and others Class Members voted in favor of the merger and
exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for and purchased Biosurgery Stock in reliance on each of the misrepresentations in the Registration Statement, including the omission of any disclosures regarding the material facts alleged above. Plaintiffs and other Class Members would not have exchanged their shares and voted in favor of the merger, and Lewis and other Class Members would not have purchased shares in the after market, absent the material misrepresentations and omissions in the Registration Statement.

148. Neither Plaintiffs nor the other Class Members knew the truth of any of the misrepresentations or omissions of material fact in the Registration Statement at the time they exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock or otherwise purchased Biosurgery tracking stock in the open market.

149. Genzyme is the registrant of the Biosurgery stock sold pursuant to the Registration Statement. As the issuer of the Biosurgery tracking stock, Genzyme is strictly liable to the Plaintiffs and the other Class Members. Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney are each jointly and severally liable as signatories of the Registration Statement. Termeer, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua are also jointly and severally liable as directors of Genzyme at the time Registration Statement was filed with the SEC.

150. As a result of the misrepresentations and omissions in the Registration Statement and these Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation Section 11, the Plaintiffs and other members of the Class have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.
COUNT II
(Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act)
(Against Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos,
Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney)

151. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

152. Count II is brought pursuant to Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77l(a)(2), against Genzyme Corporation, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants except Dzau and Mack.

153. Plaintiffs assert this claim within one year of the date they discovered or should have discovered, through the exercise of reasonable diligence, the untrue statements and omissions of material facts alleged herein, and within three years of the bona fide sale of sale of Biosurgery tracking stock that occurred in connection with the merger in December 2000.

154. Plaintiffs each purchased securities from Genzyme in a public offering by exchanging shares of Biomatrix common stock, Surgical Products tracking stock and/or Tissue Repair tracking stock for shares of the Biosurgery Stock. Genzyme offered and sold each of the Biosurgery shares purchased by the Plaintiffs in December 2000 by means of the Proxy-Prospectus. Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney, acting to further their own financial interests and Genzyme’s financial interest, were each “sellers” of the Biosurgery shares pursuant to Section 12(a)(2). Termeer solicited the sale of Biosurgery shares by participating in and controlling the merger negotiations and by controlling the content of and signing the Proxy-Prospectus. Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney each solicited the sale of Biosurgery shares by controlling the content of and signing the Proxy-Prospectus. In addition, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume,
Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney each solicited the sale of Biosurgery shares by authorizing the Proxy-Prospectus to be sent to investors for the very reason of soliciting the investors to exchange their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and Tissue Repair shares for Biosurgery shares.

155. The Proxy-Prospectus filed by Genzyme and distributed to the Plaintiffs and other Class Members contained untrue statements and omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. The Proxy-Prospectus, among other things, represented that Genzyme would attempt to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity with a tracking stock designed to reflect the financial performance of Biosurgery and its assets, rather than the performance and assets of Genzyme as whole, but omitted to disclose that: (1) Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity because they did not intend to generate, and did not generate, short term revenue from existing products such as Synvisc sufficient to create operating profit but rather intended to devote, and did devote, capital expenditures in support of programs, such as cell and gene therapy, that would generate revenues only in the long-term thereby making the goal of a self-sustaining entity impossible; (2) Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate, and did operate, Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision at a time when the share price of Biosurgery was as low as possible in order to take advantage of maximum disparities between the Biosurgery share price and both its fair market value and the per share price of Genzyme General; and (3) Genzyme and Termeer intended to exercise, and did exercise, the forced sale provision only after deliberately manipulating the Biosurgery stock price to levels that did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets.

156. The inclusion of each of these omitted disclosures was necessary in order to make the statements in the Proxy-Prospectus not misleading because without them the Plaintiffs and
the Class Members had no way of knowing that they were acquiring a company that would not and was not intended to generate profits in the near term. In other words, the statements in the Proxy-Prospectus were misleading because they failed to disclose the type of business model that Genzyme and Termeer intended to use to operate Biosurgery. The Plaintiffs and other Class Members had no way of knowing that Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Genzyme Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity, or that Genzyme and Termeer would not seek to maximize the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders.

157. In addition, the revised Genzyme Management and Accounting Policies, incorporated by reference into the Proxy-Prospectus as Annex E, falsely represented that Genzyme would “develop and commercialize” the Hylaform, HylaShield, Hylafilm, Hylagel, HsS, Gelvisc Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, or hylan solid products. This statement was false because Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to “develop or commercialize” any of these products, as shown by the fact that Genzyme and Termeer fired nearly all of the Biomatrix research and development team shortly after the merger (significantly impairing the ability of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize the products) and took no steps at all during the existence of the Biosurgery Division to develop and commercialize any of these products (instead spending Biosurgery resources on long-term research and development projects), despite the significant potential they had to produce near-term revenues.

158. Each of the misrepresentations and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus was material in the sense that any similarly situated reasonable investor would have considered them important in deciding whether to exchange his or her Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for the Biosurgery tracking stock. Each of these misrepresentations and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus relates to matters that bear directly on the fundamental reason for the
merger between Biomatrix and Genzyme and on the value of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and they have negatively affected the share pricing of the Biosurgery stock during the March-April trading period selected by the Genzyme Board for the forced sale.

159. Plaintiffs and other Class Members received, reviewed, and relied on the Proxy-Prospectus. Plaintiffs and other Class Members voted in favor of the merger and exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for and purchased Biosurgery Stock in reliance on each of the misrepresentations in the Proxy-Prospectus, including the omission of any disclosures regarding the material facts alleged above. Plaintiffs and other Class Members would not have exchanged their shares and voted in favor of the merger absent the material misrepresentations and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus.

160. Neither the Plaintiffs nor the other Class Members knew the truth of any of the misrepresentations or about the omissions of material fact in the Proxy-Prospectus. Each of Defendants Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney are strictly liable to the Plaintiffs and other Class Members as persons who offered and sold the Biosurgery tracking by means of a Proxy-Prospectus which included an untrue statement of a material fact or omitted to state a material fact necessary to in order to make the statements, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

161. As a result of the misrepresentations and omissions in the Registration Statement and these Defendants' unlawful conduct in violation Section 12(a)(2), the Plaintiffs and other Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.
COUNT III
(Section 15 of the Securities Act)
(Against Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua)

162. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

163. Count III is brought pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77(o), against Defendants Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants, except Mack.

164. Termeer is a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act. Through his position as Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chairman of the Board of Genzyme, his large ownership block of Genzyme General stock, and his participation in and awareness of Genzyme’s operations, Termeer had the power and ability to control and influence, and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. Termeer also possessed the power and ability to control and influence, and in fact played a meaningful role in, the specific transactions and conduct giving rise to Genzyme’s violations of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act alleged herein, which included signing the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, participating in the negotiation of the merger agreement between Genzyme and Biomatrix, causing false and misleading statements to be made to Biomatrix officials during the merger negotiations, to potential investors during road shows and at meetings with Biomatrix employees, and intentionally failing to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining business.

165. Wyzga is a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act. Through his position as Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President, and his participation in and awareness of Genzyme’s operations, Wyzga had the power and ability to
control and influence, and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-
day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. Wyzga also possessed the power and ability
to control and influence, and in fact played a meaningful role in, the specific transactions and
conduct giving rise to Genzyme’s violations of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act
alleged herein, which included signing the Registration Statement and, as Genzyme’s Chief
Financial Officer, and supervising and overseeing Genzyme’s failure to operate Biosurgery as a
self-sustaining business in the manner.

166. Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua are each
control persons of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act. Through
their positions as Directors of Genzyme Corporation, their individual large ownership blocks of
Genzyme General stock, their individual participation in setting corporate policy and making
corporate decisions through participation on committees of the Board of Directors, and their
individual participation in and awareness of Genzyme’s operations Anagnostopoulos,
Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua each had the power and ability to control and
influence, and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day
operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. In addition, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume,
Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua each possessed the power and ability to control and
influence, and in fact played a meaningful role in, the specific transactions and conduct giving
rise to Genzyme’s violations of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act alleged herein,
which included signing the Registration Statement and serving on the “special committee” that
recommended and approved the forced sale of Biosurgery Stock. Accordingly, each of Termeer,
Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzua is liable under
Section 15 for Genzyme’s violations of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.
167. As a result of Genzyme's violations of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act, the Plaintiffs and other Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.

COUNT IV

(Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 Thereunder)  
(Against Genzyme and Termeer)

168. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

169. Count IV is brought pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, against Defendants Genzyme and Termeer.

170. Plaintiffs assert this claim within two years of the date they discovered or should have discovered, through the exercise of reasonable diligence, the violations Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 alleged herein, and within five years after those violations occurred.

171. During the Class Period, in connection with the purchase and sale of shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock, Genzyme and Termeer sent or caused the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus to be disseminated to investors, including Plaintiffs and the other Class Members. The Registration Statement, among other things, represented that Genzyme would attempt to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity with a tracking stock designed to reflect the financial performance of Biosurgery and its assets, rather than the performance and assets of Genzyme as whole, but omitted to disclose that: (1) Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity because they did not intend to generate, and did not generate, short term revenue from existing products such as Synvise sufficient to create operating
profit but rather intended to devote, and did devote, capital expenditures in support of programs, such as cell and gene therapy, that would generate revenues only in the long-term thereby making the goal of a self-sustaining entity impossible; (2) Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate, and did operate, Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision at a time when the share price of Biosurgery was as low as possible in order to take advantage of maximum disparities between the Biosurgery share price and both its fair market value and the per share price of Genzyme General; and (3) Genzyme and Termeer intended to exercise, and did exercise, the forced sale provision only after deliberately manipulating the Biosurgery stock price to levels that did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets.

172. The inclusion of each of these omitted disclosures was necessary in order to make the statements in the Registration Statement not false and misleading because without them the Plaintiffs and the Class Members had no way of knowing that they were acquiring securities of a company that would not and was not intended to generate profits in the near term. In other words, the statements in the Registration Statement were misleading because they failed to disclose the type of business model that Genzyme and Termeer intended to use to operate Biosurgery. The Plaintiffs and Class Members had no way of knowing that Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Genzyme Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity, or that Genzyme and Termeer would not seek to maximize the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders.

173. In addition, the revised Genzyme Management and Accounting Policies, incorporated by reference into the Registration Statement as Annex E, falsely represented that Genzyme would "develop and commercialize" the Hylaform, HylaShield, Hylafilm, Hylagel, HsS, Gelvusc Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, or hylan solid products. This statement was
false because Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to “develop or commercialize” any of these products, as shown by the fact that Genzyme and Termeer fired nearly all of the Biomatrix research and development team shortly after the merger (significantly impairing the ability of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize the products) and took no steps at all during the existence of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize any of these products (instead spending Biosurgery resources on long-term research and development projects), despite the significant potential they had to produce near-term revenues.

174. Each of the misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein was material in that any similarly situated reasonable investor would have considered them important in deciding whether to exchange his or her Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for, or to purchase, shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and they have negatively affected the share pricing of the Biosurgery stock during the entire time of its existence.

175. Plaintiffs and other Class Members reasonably relied on the representations in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus. Plaintiffs and other Class Members voted in favor of the merger and exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for and purchased Biosurgery Stock in reliance on each of the misrepresentations in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, including the omission of any disclosures regarding the material facts alleged herein. Plaintiffs and Class Members would not have exchanged their shares and voted in favor of the merger, and Lewis, van Roden, Brooks and Class Members would not have purchased shares in the aftermarket, absent the material misrepresentations and omissions in the Registration Statement Proxy-Prospectus.

176. Genzyme and Termeer had both motive and opportunity to commit fraud by engaging in the acts alleged herein to force the sale of the Biomatrix Stock at a fraction of the
cost of a fair market value acquisition of the value of the assets of that stock, to the benefit of
Genzyme General shareholders and Termeer. Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate
Biosurgery to drive down its tracking stock price and enable a forced sale through creating and
maximizing disparities between Biosurgery's share price and that of Genzyme General. The
Genzyme forced share exchange provision allowed the Genzyme Board of Directors to select a
past trading period on the basis of perfect information as to the historical trading prices of
Biosurgery and the actual fair market value of Biosurgery. By engaging in stock manipulation
and in earnings management of the operations of Biosurgery, Genzyme could depress the
Biosurgery share price so as to ensure that, after the Biomatrix assets were transferred to
Biosurgery through the merger, Plaintiffs and the Class Members could be forced to sell their
shares at the most favorable lowest exchange ratio possible for Genzyme's majority shareholders.

177. As the Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chairman of the Board, Termeer's
opportunity to cause Genzyme to issue the false and misleading statements made in connection
with the Genzyme Biomatrix merger falls within the function of his authority. Termeer was
directly responsible for the terms of the merger and designed the fraudulent plan. Termeer also
controlled the contents of the Registration Statement, Proxy-Prospectus, and other written and
oral statements made to Biomatrix, the Plaintiffs, Class Members, and other investors. Termeer
also had direct involvement in and control over the management of Genzyme, Genzyme general
and the earnings management of Biosurgery. Termeer directly controlled the decision to operate
Biosurgery in a manner contrary to the representations made as to how it would be operated, and
directly participated in the process that Genzyme used to drive down the publicly traded price of
the Biosurgery Stock. Termeer knew of the acts implemented by Genzyme in furtherance of the
fraudulent plan. Because Termeer not only designed the fraudulent plan but had access to and
received information and documents contradicting the contents of the Registration Statement, Proxy-Prospectus, and other written and oral statements made to Biomatrix, Plaintiffs, Class Members, and to other investors, Termeer also intentionally or recklessly disregarded the falsity of each of the misrepresentations or omissions alleged above.

178. As a direct and proximate result of the misrepresentations and omissions in the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus and these Defendants’ unlawful conduct in violation of Section 10(b) and 10(b)-5, the Plaintiffs and the Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.

COUNT V

(Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 14a-9 Thereunder) (Against Genzyme and Termeer)

179. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

180. Count V is brought pursuant to Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78n(a), and Rule 14a-9 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-9, against Defendants Genzyme and Termeer.

181. Plaintiffs assert this claim within the appropriate statute of limitations, and at least one year of the date they discovered or should have discovered, through the exercise of reasonable diligence, the violations Section 14(a) and Rule 14a-9 alleged herein, and within three years after those violations occurred.

182. The Proxy-Prospectus filed by Defendant Genzyme and signed by Defendant Termeer contained false and misleading statements and omissions of material fact, and omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. The Proxy-
Prospectus, among other things, represented that Genzyme would attempt to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity with a tracking stock designed to reflect the financial performance of Biosurgery and its assets, rather than the performance and assets of Genzyme as whole, but omitted to disclose that: (1) Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity because they did not intend to generate, and did not generate, short term revenue from existing products such as Synvisc sufficient to create operating profit but rather intended to devote, and did devote, capital expenditures in support of programs, such as cell and gene therapy, that would generate revenues only in the long-term thereby making the goal of a self-sustaining entity impossible; (2) Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate, and did operate, Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision at a time when the share price of Biosurgery was as low as possible in order to take advantage of maximum disparities between the Biosurgery share price and both its fair market value and the per share price of Genzyme General; and (3) Genzyme and Termeer intended to exercise, and did exercise, the forced sale provision only after deliberately manipulating the Biosurgery stock price to levels that did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets.

183. The inclusion of each of these omitted disclosures was necessary in order to make the statements in the Proxy-Prospectus not misleading because without them the Plaintiffs and the Class Members had no way of knowing that they were acquiring a company that would not and was not intended to generate profits in the near term. In other words, the statements in the Proxy-Prospectus were misleading because they failed to disclose the type of business model that Genzyme and Termeer intended to use to operate Biosurgery. The Plaintiffs and other Class Members had no way of knowing that Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Genzyme Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity, or that Genzyme and Termeer would not seek to maximize
the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders.

184. In addition, the revised Genzyme Management and Accounting Policies, incorporated by reference into the Proxy-Prospectus as Annex E, falsely represented that Genzyme would “develop and commercialize” the Hylaform, HylaShield, Hylafilm, Hylagel, HsS, Gelvisc Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, or hylan solid products. This statement was false because Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to “develop or commercialize” any of these products, as shown by the fact that Genzyme and Termeer fired nearly all of the Biomatrix research and development team shortly after the merger (significantly impairing the ability of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize the products) and took no steps at all during the existence of the Biosurgery Division to develop and commercialize any of these products (instead spending Biosurgery resources on long-term research and development projects), despite the significant potential they had to produce near-term revenues.

185. Each of the misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein was material in that any similarly situated reasonable investor would have considered them important in deciding whether to exchange his or her Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for, or to purchase, shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and they have negatively affected the share pricing of the Biosurgery Stock during the entire time of its existence.

186. Plaintiffs and other Class Members received, reviewed, and relied on the Proxy-Prospectus. Plaintiffs voted in favor of the merger and exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for and purchased Biosurgery Stock in reliance on each of the misrepresentations in the Proxy-Prospectus, including the omission of any disclosures regarding the material facts alleged above. Plaintiffs and other Class Members would not have exchanged their shares and voted in favor of the merger absent the material misrepresentations
and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus.

187. The Plaintiffs and the Class Members did not know the truth of any of the misrepresentations or omissions of material fact in the Proxy-Prospectus at the time they exchanged their Biomatrix stock for shares of the Biosurgery Stock.

188. Genzyme and Termeer were negligent in not knowing that the Proxy-Prospectus contained statements and omissions that were false or misleading at the time they were made. As the Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chairman of the Board, Termeer caused Genzyme to issue the Proxy-Prospectus containing the false and misleading statements, and controlled the preparation and contents Proxy-Prospectus while at the same possessing knowledge indicating that the statements contained therein were false or misleading and omitted material facts.

Termeer directly controlled the decision to operate Biosurgery in a manner inconsistent with the representations as to how it would be operated, and directly participated in the process that Genzyme used to drive down the publicly traded price of the Biosurgery Stock. Because Termeer not only designed the fraudulent plan but had access to and received information and documents that contradicted the Proxy-Prospectus, Termeer either intentionally disregarded the falsity of each of the misrepresentations or omissions alleged above, or failed to verify the accuracy of the Proxy-Prospectus and the statements contained therein in accordance with manner of a reasonable person who signed the document.

189. As a direct and proximate result of these Defendants' unlawful course of conduct in violation of Section 14(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 14a-9 thereunder, the Plaintiffs and other Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.
COUNT VI

(Section 18 of the Exchange Act)
(Against Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney)

190. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

191. Count VI is brought pursuant to Section 18 of the Securities Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78r, against Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants, except Dzau and Mack.

192. In December 2000, Plaintiffs and Class Members purchased securities from Genzyme by exchanging shares of Biomatrix common stock, Surgical Products tracking stock and/or Tissue Repair tracking stock for shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and Lewis, van Roden, Brooks and Class Members thereafter purchased additional shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock in the open market. The Proxy-Prospectus, upon which Plaintiffs and Class Members relied in deciding to purchase the Biosurgery Stock, was filed by Genzyme pursuant to its obligations under the Exchange Act.

193. The Proxy-Prospectus filed by Genzyme contained false and misleading statements and omissions of material fact. The Proxy-Prospectus filed by Defendant Genzyme and signed by Defendant Termeer contained false and misleading statements and omissions of material fact, and omitted to state material facts necessary to make the statements therein not misleading. The Proxy-Prospectus, among other things, represented that Genzyme would attempt to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity with a tracking stock designed to reflect the financial performance of Biosurgery and its assets, rather than the performance and assets of Genzyme as whole, but omitted to disclose that: (1) Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity because they did not intend to generate, and did not
generate, short term revenue from existing products such as Synvisc sufficient to create operating
profit but rather intended to devote, and did devote, capital expenditures in support of programs,
such as cell and gene therapy, that would generate revenues only in the long-term thereby making
the goal of a self-sustaining entity impossible; (2) Genzyme and Termeer intended to operate, and
did operate, Biosurgery in order to create an opportunity to exercise the forced sale provision at a
time when the share price of Biosurgery was as low as possible in order to take advantage of
maximum disparities between the Biosurgery share price and both its fair market value and the
per share price of Genzyme General; and (3) Genzyme and Termeer intended to exercise, and did
exercise, the forced sale provision only after deliberately manipulating the Biosurgery stock price
to levels that did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery assets.

194. The inclusion of each of these omitted disclosures was necessary in order to make
the statements in the Proxy-Prospectus not misleading because without them the Plaintiffs and
the Class Members had no way of knowing that they were acquiring a company that would not
and was not intended to generate profits in the near term. In other words, the statements in the
Proxy-Prospectus were misleading because they failed to disclose the type of business model that
Genzyme and Termeer intended to use to operate Biosurgery. The Plaintiffs and other Class
Members had no way of knowing that Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to operate Genzyme
Biosurgery as a self-sustaining entity, or that Genzyme and Termeer would not seek to maximize
the value of Biosurgery assets for the benefit of Biosurgery shareholders.

195. In addition, the revised Genzyme Management and Accounting Policies,
incorporated by reference into the Proxy-Prospectus as Annex E, falsely represented that
Genzyme would “develop and commercialize” the Hylaform, HylaShield, Ilyalfilm, Hylagel,
HsS, Gelvisc Vet, Hylasine, Artelan, OmniVisc, or hylan solid products. This statement was
false because Genzyme and Termeer did not intend to “develop or commercialize” any of these products, as shown by the fact that Genzyme and Termeer fired nearly all of the Biomatrix research and development team shortly after the merger (significantly impairing the ability of Biosurgery to develop and commercialize the products) and took no steps at all during the existence of the Biosurgery Division to develop and commercialize any of these products (instead spending Biosurgery resources on long-term research and development projects), despite the significant potential they had to produce near-term revenues.

196. Each of the misrepresentations and omissions alleged herein was material in the sense that any similarly situated reasonable investor would have considered them important in deciding whether to exchange his or her Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for the Biosurgery tracking stock. Each of these misrepresentations and omissions relates to matters that bear directly on the fundamental reason for the merger between Biomatrix and Genzyme and on the value of the Biosurgery tracking stock, and they have negatively affected the share pricing of the Biosurgery stock during the March-April trading period selected by the Genzyme Board for the forced sale.

197. Plaintiffs and other Class Members received, reviewed, and relied on the Proxy-Prospectus. Plaintiffs voted in favor of the merger and exchanged their Biomatrix, Surgical Products and/or Tissue Repair shares for and purchased Biosurgery Stock in reliance on each of the misrepresentations in the Proxy-Prospectus, including the omission of any disclosures regarding the material facts alleged above. Plaintiffs and other Class Members would not have exchanged their shares and voted in favor of the merger absent the material misrepresentations and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus.

198. None of the Plaintiffs knew the truth of any of the misrepresentations or
omissions of material fact in the Proxy-Prospectus at the time they exchanged their shares of the Biosurgery tracking stock or otherwise purchased Biosurgery tracking stock in the open market.

199. Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, and Cooney as persons who made or caused a report to be filed pursuant to Genzyme's obligations under the Exchange that contained false and misleading statements and omissions of material facts are strictly liable to Plaintiffs and other Class Members.

200. As a result of the misrepresentations and omissions in the Proxy-Prospectus and these Defendants' unlawful conduct, the Plaintiffs and other Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.

COUNT VII

(Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5 Thereunder)
(Insider Trading Against Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, Dzua, and Mack)

201. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

202. Count VII is brought pursuant to Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78j(b) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5, against Defendants Genzyme Corporation, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants.

203. As more fully described herein, Defendant Genzyme, by use of interstate commerce and the mails, engaged in a device, scheme or artifice to defraud and likewise engaged in actions, practices or courses of conduct which operated as a fraud or deceit, in connection with the purchase and sale of the Biosurgery Stock, by engaging in insider trading and failing to disclose material information to the public despite an affirmative duty to do so.

204. During the March-April trading period, Genzyme owed a fiduciary duty to its
shareholders to disclose all material nonpublic information to the market because a corporation purchasing its own securities owes a fiduciary duty to its shareholders to disclose all material facts or abstain from trading. Genzyme, however, breached its fiduciary duty by repurchasing the Biosurgery stock while failing to disclose until late in or after the March-April trading period, the following information:

(a) Genzyme knew on March 26, 2003 but did not disclose to the public that ongoing quarter-to-date performance for Synvisc had jumped significantly, indicating that the quarter in progress would be an extreme departure from the results expected by the market for the first quarter 2003;

(b) Genzyme knew on April 1, 2003, but did not disclose until April 16, 2003 (with only five days remaining in the trading period), that Synvisc sales for first quarter 2003 were up 32% from the first quarter 2002, more than doubling prior growth estimates, and up 56% from the forth quarter 2002.

(c) Genzyme knew on or before March 26, 2003, but did not disclose until May 8, that it would cease unprofitable investments in and sell its cardiothoracic business, as it was “well on the road of activating the divestiture of that business” and that it would do so by year-end.

(d) Genzyme knew on or before March 26, 2003, but did not disclose until April 16, that it had obtained conditional approval from the FDA to conduct clinical trials of Synvisc in the hip; and

(e) Genzyme knew on or before March 26, 2003, but did disclose until May 8, that Genzyme had developed a third generation of Synvisc that would go to clinical trials in Europe and possibly the U.S. as early as this year. Genzyme knew on or before March 26, 2003, but did not disclose until May 29, that the third generation of Synvisc product would have the ability to actually modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself, as opposed to merely relieving pain.

205. Genzyme and its senior management possessed the information discussed in paragraphs 205(a) and 205(b) above concerning Synvisc revenues because: 1) Genzyme and its senior managers, including Termeer and Wyzga, received daily sales updates concerning Synvisc; and 2) Genzyme monitors the sales of its major products, including Synvisc, closely throughout each quarter and those results are communicated regularly to members of senior
management (in the case of Termeer on at least a weekly basis and in the case of Wyzga on a daily basis). Thus, Termeer and Wyzga knew when the March-April trading period began on March 26, 2003 — just five days until the end of the quarter — and on April 1, 2003, that Synvise sales for the first quarter 2003 were up by a material amount.

206. This information of the dramatic change in Synvise revenues was both material and nonpublic. First, as discussed above, on February 4, 2003, Genzyme gave financial guidance to the public indicating that Synvise revenues would increase by less than 16% in the first quarter 2003. Thus, the actual increase of 32% more than doubled guidance. Second, due to the seasonality of Synvise revenues and its recent poor performance, the market had low expectations for Synvise revenues and Biosurgery as a whole for the first quarter 2003. As Collier had stated on Biosurgery earnings calls and as understood by Wall Street and the rest of the public, Synvise revenues are always weak in the first quarter. In addition, on March 5, just one week before the March-April trading period began, Genzyme announced that Synvise revenues for the fourth quarter 2002 had been down 16% from the fourth quarter 2001 and 36% from the third quarter 2002. To make public expectations even worse, Genzyme also announced on the same call that it had missed its 2002 projections for Synvise revenues and that the operating loss for Biosurgery had increased 200% from the previous quarter. In contrast, the 32% increase in Synvise revenues in the first quarter 2003 enabled Biosurgery to decrease its operating loss approximately 90% year-over-year, from $116.2 million to $11.7 million, or a loss of $2.49 per share to a loss of only $0.29 per share. Third, the market reaction to the April 16 earnings announcement indicates that the dramatic increase in Synvise revenues was both material and nonpublic. Following the April 16 announcement that Synvise revenues had increased 32%, the trading price of Biosurgery stock increased 21% and the trading volume
increased 190% from April 15, indicating that the disclosure was both material and nonpublic. In fact, one Wall-Street professional who followed Biosurgery stated on the April 16 earnings call that the increase in Synvisc revenues had come as a welcome surprise.

207. Genzyme and its senior management possessed the information discussed in paragraph 205(c) on or before March 26, 2003. All material steps to the transaction (including obtaining an investment banker and negotiating the terms of the sale, and the obtaining of financing by the buyer) were completed prior to the March-April trading period. As Termeer openly acknowledged on May 8, Genzyme “was well on its way to divesting the business.” This information was material because the sale of cardiothoracic business would have been sufficient to move Biosurgery to profitability for the full year and each quarter, including the first, of 2003. Moreover, as described herein, Genzyme’s own internal policies define as “material” “the proposed . . . sale of part of Genzyme’s business.”

208. The information contained in paragraph 205(d) was both material and nonpublic. Genzyme had previously announced its hope to commence U.S. clinical trials of Synvisc in the hip in 2003, but did not disclose until April 16 that it had obtained the FDA approval or that the trials would commence. FDA approval is a critical step in developing and marketing new products and gaining approval for new uses of existing products.

209. The information contained in paragraph 205(e) was both material and nonpublic. Genzyme had announced previously that it was trying to develop other applications for its products and hoped to develop disease modifying products. However, unlike its previous statements indicating that it was “hoping” and “trying” to develop new products, Genzyme did not disclose until May 8 that in fact it had developed a third generation of Synvisc that would go to clinical trials as early as this year, or until May 29 that this third generation of Synvisc would have the
ability actually modify the disease of osteoarthritis itself. This information was material because it disclosed the existence of a product that would alter the way osteoarthritis will be treated, further expanding Synvisc. In addition, the Genzyme insider trading policy, describe herein, defines as material “new products and discoveries.”

210. When Genzyme and Termeer set the price for the forced sale during the March-April trading period, Genzyme and its senior officials, including Termeer and Wyzga, possessed the material non-public information discussed herein, but consciously disregarded their duty to disclose the information to the public.

211. Genzyme, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants also acted in a manner that was in derogation of Genzyme’s corporate insider trading policy. As part of its corporate insider trading policy, Genzyme has a mandatory “black out” period that prohibits directors and executive officers from trading in any of Genzyme’s securities during “the last two weeks of each calendar quarter (i.e., the last two weeks of March, June, September and December) and the period from the end of the that quarter until” one full trading day after a routine quarterly financial release is made by Genzyme. This policy, which was approved and adopted by each of the Defendants in December 2001, exists because and recognizes that Genzyme’s executive officers and directors, including Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants, possess material, nonpublic information about earnings and revenues during the “black out” period. For that reason, trading by those persons during that period is prohibited.

212. The policy lists as examples of material, nonpublic information “earnings or losses that are significantly higher or lower than generally expected by the investment community,” “a pending or proposed . . . sale of part of Genzyme’s business,” and “new products and discoveries.”
213. The Genzyme blackout period was in effect from March 17, 2003 through the close of trading on April 17, 2003, a period that included all but four days of March-April trading period. Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants thus locked in the price at which the forced sale would occur to take place during a period that Genzyme's own insider trading prohibited them from trading because of the certainty that they would benefit from material, non-public information if they did so. Despite their knowledge of the policy, the fact that the policy recognized that they were in possession of material, nonpublic information, and the fact that the policy specifically identified the the information that Genzyme possessed as material, nonpublic information, Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director defendants consciously disregarded the policy and failed each of the items discussed above.

214. Genzyme also realized a concrete benefit by failing to disclose each of the material items discussed above. As demonstrated by the run up in the price of Biosurgery stock that occurred between April 16 and May 8 following the public announcement of each of the material items discussed above, if it had disclosed these items when they became known, Genzyme would have been required to issue a significantly larger amount of Genzyme General stock to repurchase the Biosurgery tracking stock. Thus, by failing to disclose these items when they became known, Genzyme saved millions of dollars, avoided substantial dilution of its stock price, and acquired the right to reflect $1.5-2 billion worth of assets in Genzyme General for $72 million of stock.

215. When the "special committee" provided their final approval for the forced exchange on May 8, 2003, each of the Director Defendants purportedly reviewed "the information that was publicly disclosed about" Biosurgery. Because of each of the material items discussed above were in possession of Genzyme during the March-April trading period but were
not disclosed to the public, each of the Defendant Directors knew of and consciously disregarded the fact that the items had not been disclosed when they became known to Genzyme, or at the very least, failed to check whether the information had been disclosed when it became known to Genzyme, despite the duty and obligation to do so.

216. Had the materials items discussed above been disclosed when they became known to Genzyme, the trading price of Biosurgery stock would have been significantly higher, as demonstrated by, among other things, the fact that the price of Biosurgery stock increased 78% ($1.41 per share to $2.51 per share) between the April 16 earnings release and the time the forced sale was announced on May 8. In reliance on the publicly traded price of Biosurgery stock, certain members of the Class were harmed by selling their Biosurgery shares in the market at a price that did not reflect the value of these nondisclosures. In addition, Plaintiffs and other members of the Class were forced to sell their shares in the forced exchange at a price, which as a direct result of the defendant's fraud, did not reflect the value these material nondisclosures.

217. As a result of Genzyme's unlawful conduct in violation Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder, the Plaintiffs and other Class Members have been damaged, and continued to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.

COUNT VIII

(Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act)
(Against Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, Dzua, and Mack)

218. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

219. Count VIII is brought pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 77t(a), against Defendants Termeer, Wyzga, and each of the Director Defendants.
220. Termeer is a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 20 of the Exchange Act. Through his position as Chief Executive Officer, President, and Chairman of the Board of Genzyme, his large ownership block of Genzyme General stock, and his participation in and awareness of Genzyme’s operations, Termeer had the power and ability to control and influence, and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. Termeer also possessed the power and ability to control and influence, and as alleged more fully herein was in fact was a culpable participant in, the specific transactions and conduct giving rise to Genzyme’s violations of Sections 10(b), 14(a), and 18 and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 alleged herein, which included signing the Registration Statement and Proxy-Prospectus, participating in the stock manipulation and earnings management of Biosurgery, and failing to disclose material, nonpublic information that was in his possession during the March-April trading period.

221. Wyzga is a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 20 of the Exchange Act. Through his position as Chief Financial Officer and Senior Vice President, and his participation in and awareness of Genzyme’s operations, Wyzga had the power and ability to control and influence and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. Wyzga also possessed the power and ability to control and influence, and as alleged more fully herein was a culpable participant in, the specific transactions and conduct giving rise to Genzyme’s violations of Sections 10(b), 14(a), and 18 and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 alleged herein, which included, among other things, for each of these defendants signing the Registration Statement as Genzyme’s Chief Financial Officer, supervising and overseeing Genzyme’s stock manipulation and earnings management of Biosurgery in a manner and with the intent and effect set forth herein, and failing to disclose.
material, nonpublic information that was in his possession during the March-April trading period.

222. Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzau are each a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 20 of the Exchange Act. Through each of their positions as a Director of the Genzyme Corporation, each of their large ownership blocks of Genzyme General stock, and their individual participation in and awareness of Genzyme's operations, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzau each had the power and ability to control and influence and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. In addition, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzau each possessed the power and ability to control and influence, and as alleged more fully herein was a culpable participant in, the specific transactions and conduct giving rise to Genzyme's violations of Sections 10(b), 14(a), and 18 and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 alleged herein, which included, among other things, signing the Registration Statement, serving on the "special committee" that recommended and approved the forced sale of Biosurgery Stock for Genzyme General stock, and approving the forced sale while at the same time intentionally or recklessly disregarding that Genzyme failed to disclose material, nonpublic information that was in its possession during the March-April trading period.

223. Mack is a control person of Genzyme within the meaning of Section 20 of the Exchange Act. Through his positions as a Director of the Genzyme Corporation and his individual participation in and awareness of Genzyme's operations, Mack had the power and ability to control and influence, and did control and influence, directly and indirectly, the general day-to-day operations, policies, and decisions of Genzyme. In addition, Mack possessed the power and ability to control and influence, and as alleged more fully herein was in fact was a
culpable participant in, the specific transactions and conduct giving rise to Genzyme’s violation of Sections 10(b) and Rules 10b-5 alleged herein, which included serving on the "special committee" that recommended and approved the forced sale of Biosurgery stock for Genzyme General stock while Genzyme was in possession of material, nonpublic information.

224. Accordingly, Termeer, Wyzga, Anagnostopoulos, Berthiaume, Blair, Carpenter, Cooney, and Dzau are each liable under Section 20(a) for Genzyme’s violation of Sections 10b(b), 14(a) and 18 of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 thereunder, and Mack is liable under Section 20(a) for Genzyme’s violation of Sections 10b(b) of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 thereunder.

225. As a result of Genzyme’s violations of Sections 10(b), 14(a), and 18 of the Exchange Act and Rules 10b-5 and 14a-9 thereunder, Plaintiffs and Class Members have been damaged, and continue to be damaged, in an amount to be determined at trial.

COUNT IX

(Breach of Fiduciary Duties of Loyalty and of Care)
(Against Termeer and the Director Defendants)

226. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

227. Plaintiffs bring Count IX pursuant to Massachusetts General Law 156B § 65 and common law against all Genzyme directors, including Termeer and the Director Defendants.

228. The Genzyme Board of Directors owes fiduciary duties of loyalty, due care, and good faith to all shareholders of Genzyme, including the holders of the Biosurgery “tracking” stock. The Genzyme Directors have breached those duties and acted to further their personal economic interests as disproportionately large shareholders of Genzyme General, at the direct
expense of the interests of the Biosurgery shareholders, by, among other things: (a) causing and approving the mismanagement of Biosurgery earnings to depress near-term profitability and share price of Biosurgery, thereby driving down the price of Biosurgery stock relative to the stock of Genzyme General to enable a forced sale of Biosurgery shares for Genzyme General shares without resulting in any dilution of the earnings per share of Genzyme General; (b) causing and approving the manipulation of the share price of Biosurgery to depress that share price and maximize disparities between its share price and fair market value to implement the June 30, 2003, forced sale of Biosurgery shares at a fraction of their fair value; and (c) unanimously recommending and causing the Biosurgery shareholders to exchange their Biosurgery shares, worth in the range of at least $1.5-2 billion, for $72 million worth of Genzyme General stock in a forced sale. The mismanagement and earnings management of Biosurgery, the manipulation of the Biosurgery share price, and the forced sale is grossly unfair to Biosurgery shareholders and in derogation of the fiduciary duties owed by the Board to such shareholders.

229. The Director Defendants' breaches of fiduciary duty caused the average price of the Biosurgery stock to drop more than 87% from the date of the merger to the March-April trading period selected by these same defendants for the forced sale. Plaintiffs and the Class Members have suffered harm from the Defendants' breaches of fiduciary duty, culminating in the June 30 forced sale of their Biosurgery shares, in an amount to be determined at trial.
COUNT X

(Breach of Implied Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing With Respect to the Articles of Organization)
(Against Genzyme and the Director Defendants, Including Termeer)

230. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

231. Plaintiffs bring Count X pursuant to the Massachusetts Common Law, which imposes upon Genzyme and the Director Defendants an obligation of good faith and fair dealing in making decisions that affect the holders of the various Genzyme Tracking Stocks.

232. Genzyme and the Director Defendants have violated their obligations under the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing incorporated in the Genzyme Articles of Organization, by acting in a manner that defeats the intended purpose of paragraph 6(A)(1)(a) Genzyme Articles of Organization.

233. In particular, the actions of Genzyme and the Director Defendants have eviscerated the contractual protection of a 30% premium to Biosurgery shareholders, in the event of elimination of the tracking stock, by (a) approving or failing to prevent Genzyme Management’s deliberate mismanagement of Biosurgery’s earnings to drive down near-term profitability and depress its share price, (b) approving or failing to prevent the disclosures to the market that were necessary for investors and analysts to be able to assess the true fair market value of Biosurgery during the period in which Genzyme set the price for its insider acquisition of the Biosurgery stock (to be paid in Genzyme General shares), and (c) choosing an exchange period that is grossly unfair to Biosurgery shareholders and that maximizes the disparity between the fair value of Biosurgery and the market valuation of Biosurgery as reflected in the closing prices of the Biosurgery stock.
234. Led by Termeer, Genzyme and the Director Defendants selected a trading period that, based on internal valuations, exhibited a discrepancy of 95% or more between the fair market value of Biosurgery and the average closing price of just $1.36 per share. As Defendant Berthiaume has acknowledged, Biosurgery stock was worth as much as $20 per share at the time the forced sale price was set. By selecting a share trading period that not only did not reflect the fair market value of the Biosurgery stock but which was the lowest in the entire history of Biosurgery, Genzyme and the Director Defendants undermined and frustrated the intended purpose of the agreement, violating their obligation of good faith and fair dealing to Plaintiffs.

235. Plaintiffs and the Class Members have sustained damages from the forced sale on June 30, 2003, of their Biosurgery shares at a massive discount from fair value, in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT XI

(Breach of Merger Agreement)
(Against Genzyme)

236. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation above as if fully set forth herein.

237. In paragraph 6(A)(1)(a) of Exhibit A-2 to the Merger Agreement, entitled Terms of the GBS Division [Biosurgery] Common Stock, Genzyme agreed that, in the event of a forced exchange of Biosurgery shares, the exchange ratio shall be set so that Biosurgery shareholders will receive, for each Biosurgery share, 130% of the fair market value of each share. Fair Market Value is defined as follows: “[A]s to the shares of any series of stock of the Corporation as of any date, the average of the daily Closing Prices for the 20 consecutive Business Days commencing on the 30th Business Day prior to such date, except that, in the event such Closing
Prices are unavailable, Fair Market Value shall be determined by the Board of Directors.” The Terms of the GSB Division Common Stock are part of Genzyme’s Articles of Organization.

238. The exchange provision is designed to ensure that the Biosurgery shareholders receive a premium of 30% over fair market value in the event of any elimination of the tracking stock. Based upon the assumption that share prices will fairly reflect market value, “Fair Market Value” is defined on the basis of closing share prices; otherwise, Fair Market Value is to be determined by the Genzyme Board. In either case, the Genzyme Board can require a forced share exchange only consistent with fiduciary responsibilities to the Biosurgery shareholders.

239. Genzyme has breached paragraph 6(A)(1)(a) of Exhibit A-2 by (a) manipulating and depressing the price of Biosurgery stock, in violation of the securities laws and otherwise, so that the price of Biosurgery stock does not in fact reflect the fair market value of Biosurgery, and (b) declaring a forced share exchange that values Biosurgery based upon the artificially depressed price of Biosurgery stock, with the purpose and intended effect of (c) depriving Biosurgery shareholders of their interests in the tracking stock at a discount of 95% or more, not at a 30% premium.

240. The acts of Genzyme’s Board and senior management have fundamentally frustrated and undermined the Merger Agreement. As alleged above, Defendants (a) engaged in stock manipulation to alter the market valuation of the Biosurgery shares, (b) deliberately mismanaged Biosurgery and its earnings to drive down near-term operating performance to depress the Biosurgery share price, (c) withheld or delayed disclosures to the market that were and are necessary for investors and analysts to value Biosurgery correctly, and (d) selected a trading period for the exchange that is the lowest in Biosurgery’s history to maximize the disparity between fair market value and share price, such that Genzyme’s valuation for purposes
of the share exchange is in fact 5% or less of the fair market value of Biosurgery

241. The Merger Agreement expressly contemplates that Closing Prices of Biosurgery stock may not be available as an adequate surrogate for an independent assessment of the fair market value of Biosurgery, in which event the Board is obligated to cause such an assessment to be made. In light of Defendants' manipulation of the Biosurgery share price and management of Biosurgery's earnings, the Closing Prices of Biosurgery stock were not available as an adequate surrogate of fair market value. By failing to cause an independent assessment to be made of the fair market value of Biosurgery, Defendants further breached their contractual obligations to Biomatrix shareholders, including Riggs, Lewis, van Roden, Feilders and other Class Members.

242. In addition, Genzyme breached paragraph 5.19 of the Merger Agreement, in which Genzyme expressly represented and warranted that:

None of the information supplied or to be supplied by Genzyme for inclusion in the Registration Statement will, at the time the Registration Statement is filed with the SEC, at any time it is amended or supplemented or at the time it becomes effective under the Securities Act, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.

Genzyme further expressly represented and warranted in paragraph 5.19 that:

None of the information supplied or to be supplied by Genzyme for inclusion or incorporation by reference in the Proxy Statement/Prospectus will, at the date it is first mailed to holders of Biomatrix Common Stock or holders of any series of Genzyme Common Stock or at the time of the Biomatrix Stockholders Meeting or Genzyme Stockholders Meeting, contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state any material fact required to be stated therein or necessary to make the statements therein not misleading.

243. As alleged above, including in Counts I, II, and VI, Genzyme in fact made material misrepresentations and omitted material facts in each of the Registration Statement and
Proxy-Prospectus, each of which were misleading to the Biomatrix shareholders, including Riggs, Lewis, van Roden, Feilders and other Class Members.

244. Plaintiffs have sustained damages from Defendants' breaches of contract in an amount to be proven at trial.

BASIS OF ALLEGATIONS

245. Plaintiffs allege the foregoing based upon the investigation of their counsel, which investigation has included a review of Genzyme SEC filings, correspondence and memoranda reflecting pre-merger discussions between Genzyme directors and officers and the directors and officers of Biomatrix, memoranda reflecting post-merger representations by Genzyme and Biosurgery directors and officers as to the operation of Genzyme and Biosurgery, Genzyme documents provided to Plaintiffs, transcripts of Genzyme and Biosurgery conference calls with investors, securities analyst reports, press releases issued by Genzyme, media reports about Genzyme and Biosurgery, Biomatrix SEC filings, memoranda, and other documents, merger documents, Biosurgery launch presentations, public information about the biotechnology industry and markets, and other documents.

NO SAFE HARBOR

246. The statutory safe harbor provided for forward-looking statements under certain circumstances does not apply to any of the false forward-looking statements alleged in this complaint. The specific statements pleaded herein were not identified as "forward-looking statements" when made. Nor were they stated with respect to any of the statements forming the basis of this complaint that actual results "could differ materially from those projected." To the extent there were any forward-looking statements, there were no meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from
those in the purportedly forward-looking statements. Alternatively, to the extent that the statutory safe harbor does apply to any forward-looking statements pleaded herein, defendants are liable for those false forward-looking statements because at the time each of those forward-looking statements was made, the particular speaker knew that the particular forward-looking statements was false, and/or the forward looking statement was authorized or approved by an executive officer of Genzyme or Biosurgery who knew that those statements were false when made.

APPLICABILITY OF PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE: FRAUD-ON-THE-MARKET DOCTRINE

247. At all relevant times, the market for Genzyme Biosurgery stock was an efficient market except to the extent affected by Defendants' manipulation of the price of the stock as alleged herein, for the following reasons, among others:

(a) Biosurgery stock met the requirements for listing, and was listed and actively traded on the NASDAQ, a highly efficient and automated market;

(b) Biosurgery was required to and did file periodic reports with the SEC;

(c) Biosurgery regularly communicated with public investors via established market communication mechanisms, including through the regular dissemination of press releases on the national and international circuits of major news wire services and through other wide-ranging public disclosures, such as communications with the financial press and other similar reporting services; and

As a result, the market for Biosurgery stock promptly digested current information regarding Biosurgery’s stock price from all publicly available sources and reflected such information in Biosurgery’s stock price. Under these circumstances, all persons in the Class who owned Biosurgery stock suffered injury through, among other things: (1) the sale of Biosurgery tracking stock by certain Class Members during the March-April trading period because the publicly traded price of Biosurgery stock did not reflect positive material information that Genzyme failed
to disclose to the public in breach of its duty to do so; and (2) the forced sale of Biosurgery tracking stock because the exchange ratio did not comprehend a fair and adequate premium for the Class Members, as such ratio did not reflect the true value of Biosurgery because the stock price was artificially depressed as a result of Defendants' violations of the securities laws.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand judgment that the Court:

a) Declare that Genzyme Corporation and the Director Defendants have violated the Securities and Exchange Acts, violated their fiduciary duties to the Class, and breached the Agreement and Plan of Merger between Genzyme Corporation and Biomatrix Inc.;

b) Require an adjustment of the exchange ratio based upon an independent assessment of the fair market value of the Biosurgery Stock;

c) Award the Class compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial, together with interest thereon;

d) Award the Class their reasonable attorneys' fees, expenses, and costs incurred in connection with the institution and prosecution of this civil action; and

e) Award the Class such other and further relief as justice may require.

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury.
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CERTIFICATION OF NAMED PLAINTIFF PURSUANT TO FEDERAL
SECURITIES LAWS

I, Robert E. Brooks ("Plaintiff"), declare under penalty of perjury as to the claims asserted under the federal securities laws that:

1. I have reviewed the Second Amended Complaint alleging securities fraud against Genzyme Corporation, its directors and certain officers and authorized its filing.

2. I did not purchase the security that is the subject of this action at the direction of counsel or in order to participate in this private action.

3. I am willing to serve as a representative party on behalf of the class, including providing testimony at depositions and trial, if necessary.

4. My transactions in the security that is the subject of this action during the Class Period are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Bought or Sold</th>
<th># of Shares</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Biomatrix</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>12/21/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>05/23/01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>06/04/01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>04/30/02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. During the 3 years prior to the date of this Certification, I have not served as a representative party for a class action filed under the federal securities laws.

6. I will not accept any payment for serving as a representative party on behalf of the class beyond my pro rata share of any recovery, except such reasonable costs and expenses (including lost wages) directly relating to the representation of the class as ordered or approved by the court.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 10 day of SEPTEMBER, 2004.

Robert Brooks
CERTIFICATION OF NAMED PLAINTIFF PURSUANT TO FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS

I, John Feilders ("Plaintiff"), declare under penalty of perjury as to the claims asserted under the federal securities laws that:

1. I have reviewed the Second Amended Complaint alleging securities fraud against Genzyme Corporation, its directors and certain officers and authorized its filing.

2. I did not purchase the security that is the subject of this action at the direction of counsel or in order to participate in this private action.

3. I am willing to serve as a representative party on behalf of the class, including providing testimony at depositions and trial, if necessary.

4. My transactions in the security that is the subject of this action during the Class Period are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Bought or Sold</th>
<th># of Shares</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Biomatrix</td>
<td>17,547</td>
<td>12/21/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Biomatrix</td>
<td>30,796</td>
<td>12/29/00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. During the 3 years prior to the date of this Certification, I have not served as a representative party for a class action filed under the federal securities laws.

6. I will not accept any payment for serving as a representative party on behalf of the class beyond my pro rata share of any recovery, except such reasonable costs and expenses (including lost wages) directly relating to the representation of the class as ordered or approved by the court.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this day of 2/22/2004.

[Signature]
John Feilders
CERTIFICATION OF NAMED PLAINTIFF PURSUANT TO FEDERAL
SECURITIES LAWS

Barry van Roden ("Plaintiff"), declares as to the claims asserted under the federal securities laws that:

1. Plaintiff has reviewed the complaint alleging securities fraud against Genzyme Corporation, its directors and certain officers and authorized its filing.

2. Plaintiff did not purchase the security that is the subject of this action at the direction of Plaintiff’s counsel or in order to participate in this private action.

3. Plaintiff is willing to serve as a representative party on behalf of the class, including providing testimony at depositions and trial, if necessary.

4. Plaintiff’s transactions in the security that is the subject of this action during the Class Period are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security</th>
<th>Bought or Sold</th>
<th># of Shares</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Biomatrix</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>12/20/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Biomatrix</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>12/29/00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Acquired in merger with Focal Inc.</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>07/05/01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genzyme Biosurgery</td>
<td>Bought</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>01/24/02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. During the 3 years prior to the date of this Certification, Plaintiff has not served as a representative party for a class action filed under the federal securities laws:

6. Plaintiff will not accept any payment for serving as a representative party on behalf of the class beyond Plaintiff’s pro rata share of any recovery, except such reasonable costs and expenses (including lost wages) directly relating to the representation of the class as ordered or approved by the court.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 26 day of September, 2004.

Barry van Roden